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OFFICE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, ADMINISTRATOR

RECOMMENDATIONS OF ERIC J. SCHMERTZ
IN THE CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
BETWEEN THE UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS
ASSOCIATION AND THE CITY OF NEW YORK

MARCH 8, 1971

March 8, 1971
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
BETWEEN UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
AND THE CITY OF NEW YORK

The following

is s u b m i t t e d in my capacity as

the m e d i a t o r a p p o i n t e d by the Office of Collective
Bargaining pursuant to the New York City Collective
Bargaining

Law, and under the stipulated order of Supreme

Court Justice William J. Kapelman.
This m e d i a t o r must a t t e m p t to do for the parties
what they have not done for themselves -- to fashion a
Collective Bargaining settlement.
My authority is explicit and more limited than
one may think.

It is to make recommendations that will

settle the unresolved issues.

This means recommendations

which are a c c e p t a b l e to both the Union and the City, as a
substitute for what they would have n e g o t i a t e d directly.
These recommendations are not necessarily

an arbitral or

evidentiary determination of what the City can or should
grant or to what the firemen are entitled.

Rather they are

my best judgment on what is n e e d e d to achieve an a c c e p t a n c e
by b o t h sides -- and hence a settlement.
primarily on that basis.

And they are offered

No d o u b t these recommendations vary

from what each side sought or even expected. Yet I believe
them to be sufficiently responsive to the respective positions
of the p a r t i e s as to c o n s t i t u t e a package with which b o t h
sides should be able to live.

Every e f f o r t has been made

to balance the thrust for a p r a g m a t i c s e t t l e m e n t with what

is fair, equitable and responsible not only to the parties,
but to the public.

I have considered comparable salaries
of
and other total b e n e f i t s / f i r e f i g h t e r s in major cities in

<•

the United States and in the neighboring suburban areas;
cost of living statistics; the financial condition of the
city; the impact of the parity settlement;

the early and

until recently the long standing favorable position of the
New York City firefighters in the area of pensions;
established

and prospective programs for more efficient

fire fighting techniques and utilization

of manpower;

work load; and other relevant factors.
Because of unique obstacles to traditional
bargaining between the p a r t i e s , which impeded direct
settlements, these recommendations are of broad scope and
quantity.

Many items are matters which under more

normal

circumstances the parties could have settled themselves.
The principal impediment to., full scale bargaining over the
many weeks the parties m e t , was the PBA - City parity case.
Until that"was finally settled, bargaining on the large
number of direct and indirect economic issues did not take '
place on a meaningful basis.

With the recent parity case

settlement, only a few days remained to the court deadline
for the rendition of these recommendations.
was

Too little time '

available for the p a r t i e s , finally free of the parity

'>

obstacle, to n e g o t i a t e settlements of the many intricate
direct and indirect economic issues.Indeed,

these negotiations

have been the m o s t u n o r t h o d o x , and the obstacles to full
collective bargaining more prevalent, than any other in
which I have been, associated.

Consequently, on many of

the issues in dispute, my recommendations, as a basis for
settlement, can be only conceptual or general, leaving the
details for further discussions between the parties.
some I can be more specific.

On all I remain

On

accessible

to the parties to assist them in implementation, and if they
wish or as r e c o m m e n d e d , to make binding determinations where
necessary.
Finally, I request that should all or any of
these recommendations fail of acceptance by both sides,
they remain confidential so "far as practicable.
consequence

What is of

to the parties and to the public are the terms

of a new contract, not proposals which are rejected.

But

a rejected recommendation publicly d i s c l o s e d , may frustrate
the adjustment which mus't ultimately be achieved on the issue
involved.
My recommendations for mutually acceptable settlements of the unresolved issues are as follows:

s- 4

UTILISATION OF PRE'SENr MAN POWER
t

The City's concept of scheduling a portion of
the work force during the high activity hours of 9 AM to
midnight and 3 PM to midnight (concurrent tours) makes
sense.

This Department is already working at a high

level of "productivity" resulting in part, at least,
from the innovative technique established under the
Memorandum of Understanding of September 1969

- -

namely, the use of "adaptive response", "tactical control
units" and more flexible manning during the high incident
hours.

The proposed utilization of the present manpower

on tours during the hours of 9 AM to midnight and 3 PM
to midnight should further increase the fire fighting
effectiveness of the Department without an Increase in
total manpower.

Whether or not this is a managerial

prerogative I recommend that the parties agree to the
full schedule of the concurrent tours (the hours of work;
the hours of the work-week; and the "swing time")
proposed by the city in these negotiations.

as

The

installation of this program should include the replacement of the present TCU program; those displaced from the
TCU's should be afforded priority in selecting the new
tour hours; and the extra men (6&7)

in the adaptive

response companies should work hours that coincide with
the concurrent tour hours.

- 5a -

CONTRACT TERM

The contract shall be 27 months duration commencing
and effective January 1,

1971.

SALARY

The parity settlement, together with the application
of the expired contract between the UFA and the city mandate
a starting salary level of $12,150 a year effective January 1,
1971

for first grade firemen.

increases

I agree with the theory that

over the new contract term should be based on

prospective cost of living increases and improved "productivity".
The concept of protecting a starting salary from inflationery
erosion over the period of a collective bargaining agreement is
valid for any starting level.

Applying conservative estimates

of projected increases in the CPI together with a similar factor
for "productivity" (which takes into consideration the further
realization of efficiencies achieved from new firefighting
techniques introduced under the expired contract, and the
anticipated introduction of "concurrent tours"), an increase
over the life of the contract of $1900 is reached.
Weighing the prospective impact of the CPI; the payment
of the parity settlement; the city's fiscal situation; and the
timing of programs of improved efficiencies; this wage increase
should be introduced into the pay scale on the following dates
as ind icated:

- 5b. t-f

July 1, 1971

:

$300

Knv_-l.r-19L7J.'.-:.

$300

April 1,1972 :

$400

Oct. 1, 1972 :

$400

Jan. 1, 1973

:

7 i

$500

The same dollar increases shall be added to the present
pay levels of firemen of lower grade.

- 5c -

The positions of the parties on this issue
are so far apart and because there has been virtually
no change in those positions since the commencement
of the negotiations, the gap to be closed by a
recommendation is extensive.

However, as a basis of

settlement, I recommend that a pension plan which
has been in existence in the Fire Department in part
since 1890,

and in total since 1965 - - namely the

Article I Plan - - be used to cover the employees under
this contract, effective

subject to enabling legislation

FIRE MARSHALLS

In addition to those employees already covered,
those terms and conditions of the new contract applicable
to fire marshalls shall apply to employees

in that

classification.
The Ci ty shall prepare and deliver to the Union
within a reasonable time, the work chart for fire marshalls
showing

the work schedule of the marshalls

off,for a one year period in advance.

and their

days

- 7 -

HEART BILL

The City shall submit to the State Legislature
a "Home Rule Message" in support of the pending Heart Bill;
Senate #4602 (Marchi and Bloom)
(Amman and Mercorella).

and Assembly #5839

- 8 DELEGATE STRUCTURE
The introductory p a r a g r a p h "Document A" should
read :
"The Union shall furnish the Department with a list
of dates and times for membership and d e l e g a t e s
meetings. The Department shall release with pay,all
delegates scheduled for duty during such meetings,
subject to the following limitations":
Subparagraphs /a) (b) (c) (d) and the concluding sentence of
Document A have been agreed upon.
The m e d i a t o r ' s notes shall r e f l e c t the agreed
upon manner for the handling and scheduling of the membership
and d e l e g a t e s meetings.

DELEGATE VACATION PAY

The introduction of paragraphs 1 and 5 and the
concluding

sentence of Document B

should be agreed to.

The language of paragraph 2 should be accepted by both
sides.

Paragraph 4 should be d e l e t e d .

The mediators

notes shall reflect the understanding that the p r o p o s e d
vacation schedule provided by the Union to the Department
shall be geographically apportioned

on a reasonable basis

satisfactory to the Department, but subject to the
grievance procedure.

The language of paragraph 3 should

be a c c e p t e d without the concluding phrase "subject to
paragraph 4 below.

- 10 -

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The present text of Document D should be accepted

- 11 DELEGATES TO CAPTAIN GROUP
Document C should be adjusted to read "The Union
may desig'age a delegate for each company or special unit
with ten or more firemen who shall be the representative of
the Union.

The delegate shall perform his regular duties
i
as a fireman. He shall be assigned to the Captains Group

where practicable in accordance with the P.A.I.D. on that
subject.

- 12 -

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS
The language of Document G should be a c c e p t e d
with the following changes:
(a)

The word "employee should replace the word
"fireman" throughout.

(b)

The phras.e "at Department Headquarters" should
I
be d e l e t e d from p a r a g r a p h 4.

The following phrase

shall be inserted after the word "unit" in line 4,
page 2: "or other identification of all persons
present connected with the interrogation,
interview or hearing."
(c)

Item

"i" in paragraph 6 (a) shall be d e l e t e d .

(d)

The language

of paragraph 10 shall conclude with

the phrase "and shall have the right to examine
'his personal record to ascertain compliance in the
presence of a d e p a r t m e n t official and after a
written r e q u e s t to the department."
The intent and spirit of this contract provision
is to insure the traditional concept of "due process" in
its administration.

The Impartial Chairman will not permit

the circumvention of the intent and spirit by indirect acts
which are forbidden directly.
It is recommended that the Department seek
a p p r o p r i a t e legislation to enlarge its options and to give
it greater flexibility

in the handling of disciplinary

matters.

Specifically, the Department, should seek legislation

extending

its present power to fine or discharge by including

the power of suspension.

-13.-

FIRE DEPARTMENT VEHICLE LICENSE
The language of Document F has been agreed upon

. - 14 -

WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS
The language of Document G has been agreed upon,

- 15 -

VEHICLE REPAIR AND CERTIFICATION
This clause should read:
• "When a company receives new equipment, replacement equipment, equipment repaired by the Division of Repair and Transportation,

and equip-

ment repaired in quarters by a mechanic, the
officer on duty shall inspect such equipment
to insure that it is in proper working order.
Such officer shall make a signed notation in
the company journal regarding the results of
such inspection."

= 16 -

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES

The language of Document I should be accepted
except for the following which should be deleted therefrom:
Sub-section 11 of p a r a g r a p h D.
( I am satisfied that sub-section 10 of paragraph D
is covered within sub-section 7.)
With regard to sub-section 3 of paragraph D,
though firemen must continue to do this work in the interest
of the public safety, efforts should be made by the Department
to require others who may be legally responsible to do this
work to comply with the law.

- 17 -

CAREER DEVELOPMENT; FILLING OF VACANCIES; TRANSFERS
During negotiations a joint committee made progress
towards the resolution of this issue.

Without prejudice

to the positions of the parties on the mandatory bargainability of this issue I recommend that the joint committee
continue its work for no more than another three weeks.
the issue has not been resolved by that time it may be
submitted to me for a binding determination.

If

- li
FIVE-MAN MANNING
Without diminution in the quantity of 93 companies identified and known to the parties (and with the
right of the Department to make reasonable substitutions),
including those companies covered by the Memorandum of Understanding of September 1969, and until there is a substantial change in firefighting equipment or firefighting
technology, all companies, including the Marine Division
(except Marine No. 4 with four men and the satellite boats
with two men each) are to be manned by no less than 5 men
available to respond at the beginning of each tour, under
the following guidelines:
1. The Department may equalize manpower among the
companies.
2. The Department may detail within a battalion to
fill a vacancy.
3. Remaining vacancies shall be filled on a voluntary rotating seniority basis, under procedures
to be worked out by the parties.

If they are unable

to agree upon those procedures within 3 weeks from
this date, the matter shall be submitted to me for
a binding determination.
4. If there are insufficient volunteers the Department
may mandatorily assign an employee to the overtime
on the basis of inverse seniority. (Procedures to
be worked out per No. 3.)
5. An employee involuntarily ordered to work the over-

-1-
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Five-Man Manning (cont.)

time shall be permitted to provide a qualified
substitution, but there shall be no abuse of that
practice by the employees.
6. Where there are two pieces of apparatus in the
same company, and both respond to an alarm, the
five-man manning shall apply only to the primary
piece of equipment.

The secondary piece of equip-

ment may be manned by as few as two men.
7. Vacancies during a tour due to emergency duty or
conditions beyond the Department's control shall
be exempt from the foregoing minimum manning requirements .
8. The portal-to-portal provisio-n of the contract
shall not apply to this manning procedure.
9. The administration of this procedure shall not unreasonably interfere with the rights of the employees under P.A.I.D. 6-70 dated January 27, 1971.
10. Section VI of the Memorandum of Understanding of
September 1969 is no longer applicable between the
City and the Uniformed Firefighters

Association.

11. The parties disagree on the amount of increased
costs which will attach to this program.

If the

costs prove excessive (i.e. exceeding proper limits
as contemplated by the present total roster) the
City shall have the right to petition the Impartial

-2-
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Five-Man Manning (cont.)

Chairman

for appropriate relief.

The same

right shall apply in cases of alleged abuses.
12.

This Article shall in no x^ay affect a fireman's
duty to respond to alarms and p e r f o r m o t h e r
normal duties.
It must be recognized that this is a complex
and untried procedure.
reasonably

The parties must act

and responsibly in exercising their

respective rights hereunder.

- 21 -

PAY CHECKS
The present practice of cashing pay checks shall
continue on an authorized basis unless the parties mutually agree to a different procedure.

Consistent with securi-

ty requirements pay checks shall be released on Thursdays
at 3:00 p.m. for all employees who would not normally receive their pay checks during their working hours on Friday,

- 22 -

NIGHT SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
The night shift differential shall be increased
from 5% to 10% above base pay.

Such differential shall

be included in the computation of retirement allowances.

- 23 -

PORTAL-TO-PORTAL
The contract shall include a portal-to-portal
benefit substantively equivalent to the benefit enjoyed
by the Police, but consistent with the structure and needs
of the Fire Department.

If the parties are unable to agree

on contract language within 3 weeks from this date I recommend they refer it to me for binding determination.

- 24 -

SECURITY BENEFIT FUND
Effective January 1, 1972, the present contribution of $190.00 per man per year to the Security Benefit
Fund shall be increased to $250.00.

- 25 -

LEAVE PROGRAM

Those portions of paragraph 4, Section XIII,
page 8 of Document K which are required by the court
decision of Lottie Konig v. Thomas F. McCoy should be
gran ted.
Paragraph 6 should be granted to the extent that
a fireman who has been p l a c e d on light duty following

-.

sick leave because of a line of duty injury or illness and
who has not yet taken his vacation, shall not be r e q u i r e d
to take his vacation while on light duty.

- 26 -

RETURN FROM SCHEDULED LEAVE
The parties have agreed on the following contract language:
When a fireman has completed working two 9 hour
or two 15 hour tours and is entitled to a 48 or
72 hour leave, he shall complete his full leave
before commencing duty with a new group.

- 27 -

TEN YEAR APPARATUS
The Fire Department shall institute a ten year
replacement policy for all first-line (regularly assigned)
firefighting vehicles.

By July 1, 1974, the Department

shall operate all first-line engine, ladder, squad and
rescue companies with vehicles less than eleven years of
age.

If such a vehicle is unavailable as a result of

fire emergencies beyond the Department's control, this provision shall not affect the fireman's duty to respond to
fires.

. -

28 - -

UNIF0RMALLOWANCE
"
M .
There shall be a $5.00 increase in the uniform
allowance.

- 29 -

CLEAN-UP
The present practice (one-half hour) shall continue, and shall also apply from the time of "final tap-in."

- 30 -

PERSONAL CAR
In accordance with General Municipal Law
section 50 (c) the City shall hold harmless from liability
firemen whose private auto is used for a Fire Department
purpose during the entire period of such use.

- 31 -

PROTECTIVE COVER ON APPARATUS
Consistent with its policy, the Department shall
assign covered apparatus to all units in areas where personnel protection is a major concern, within its resources
The implementation of this policy is of importance to the
firemen, the Union and the Department.

Specific action

has been taken by the Department ,with additional work in
progress and planned in the near future.

Though imple-

mentation is the right and responsibility

of the Depart-

ment, I recommend, without prejudice to that right and
responsibility, a joint labor-management committee be
established to work for a feasible implementation of the
policy, and to report periodically to the Impartial Chairman for his advisory assistance or binding determination,
which ever both sides wish.

- 32 -

SECTION XXVII OF DOCUMENT K
The impact of the Union's demand under this section goes far beyond these negotiations.

The problem ap-

pears to be a symptom of the City's present adverse financial condition.

However, the City must recognize that

unreasonable delays in paying monies due under this or
any other collective bargaining
the employees involved.

agreement is unfair to

It engenders understandable

anger and even suspicion.

Often, an inordinate delay in

payment of a contract benefit negates the good will and
mutual understanding which the negotiation of that benefit
originally achieved.

Under the expired contract the City

was required to pay monies due within a reasonable time.
Some time ago I rendered an arbitration award holding that
the City had not
debt.

met

that obligation on a conceded

Since that time, with respect to the firemen, the

City has made payment more speedily and has cleared up
long overdue obligations.

I recommend that the positive

steps in the direction of prompt payment of benefits due or
earned under the contract be maintained and improved : .•
Citizens who owe the City money beyond . a due date, are
required to make payment with interest.
the City owes compensation

Employees to whom

and other monetary benefits under

a collective bargaining agreement, and who receive payment
without interest, should not be required to wait for that
payment beyond a reasonable time.

- 33 -

WRITTEN CONTRACT
The New York City Collective Bargaining Law requires collective bargaining agreements to be reduced to
writing.

The parties hereto intend to do so, but there

should not be undue delay in doing so.

In my view 60

days from the date of acceptance of these recommendations
should be sufficient time.

Again, matters which the par-

ties are unable to reduce to writing may, in accordance
with their acceptance of these recommendations, be submitted to me or the Impartial Chairman for binding determinations .

- 34 -

Clauses from the expired contract not
changed by any of the foregoing shall be included in
the new contract as they are presently written or as
changed by mutual agreement of the parties.
All other demands are dropped or denied.

- 35 -

MY COLLEAGUES .
I wish to express my profound appreciation to
the management and labor advisers to the Mediator, "Messrs.
Thomas F. Delaney and Michael Mann, for their guidance and
assistance and for the many long hours they devoted towards
a resolution of these contract negotiations. These recommendations
are mine alone however.

Respectfully submitted,

ERIC /. SCHMERTZ
MEDIATOR

Dated:

March 8, 1971

ast Mile on City Pay?
."he tortuous negotiations for new contracts covering
: city's police, fire and sanitation forces enter what
>uld be their last lap with appointment of a three-man
jasse panel to make joint recommendations for resolv; all three disputes.
tegrettably, the sidetracking last fall of a proposed
f law giving finality to the recommendations of such
icls rules out any assurance even now—after a firen's "job action," a wildcat police strike and a windfall
unearned parity pay for the uniformed services—that
>eaceful settlement is in sight.
vfor is there any certainty that the proposals to be
de by the mediators will be within the financial
>acity of a city already staggering under the prospece weight of $900 million in new municipal taxes and
Jther $400 to $500 million as its share of new state
:es.
The chaotic state of the whole municipal bargaining
ucture is highlighted by the fact that the new panel
I obviously have to take cognizance of the separate
:ommendations already made by one of its members,
c J. Schmertz, covering all issues In the fire dispute.
3oth sides rejected those proposals, but the taxfers—who will have to pay the ultimate bill—are
II in the dark on what they were. No similar secrecy
.st shroud the recommendations that emerge from the
;sent fact-finding. Under the law establishing the
'ice of Collective Bargaining, these proposals must
made public within seven days after their submission
ess the city and all three unions ask that, they
withheld.
:f ever there was a time when negotiations involving
ndreds of millions of dollars in budget outlays had
be conducted In a goldfish bowl, this is it. The people
New York are entitled to know what they are being
:ed to pay and what increased efficiency they can
)ect to get in return—before the deal is made, not after.

BOARD OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
IMPASSE PANEL

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE CONTRACT
DISPUTES BETWEEN THE CITY OF NEW YORK AND
THE PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION,
THE UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION, AND
THE UNIFORMED SANITATIONMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Professor Walter L r Eisenber
Professor Matthew A. Kelly
Professor Eric J . Schmertz

March 29, 1971
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STATEMENT BY ARVID ANDERSON, CHAIRMAN
BOARD OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
OF THE
CITY OF NEW YORK

The Board of Collective Bargaining on March 18,
1971 and on its own motion created a special Impasse Panel
for the

three interrelated contract disputes between the

City of New York, and the organizations representing sanitationmen, patrolmen and firefighters.

The Board after

conferring with the mediators assigned to each dispute,
the Mayor and his staff, and the n e g o t i a t o r s representing
each of the three groups of employees involved concluded
that the talks were deadlocked on major economic issues
and that further a t t e m p t s to settle the disputes by mediation would be futile.
Section 1173-7 0 0 c(3)(a) of the New York City Collective Bargaining Law empowers the Impasse Panel to make
a written

report containing findings of fact, conclusions,

and recommendations for terms of s e t t l e m e n t ,

The Panel

members were directed to prepare a joint r e p o r t on matters
of co mm on interest to all three d i s p u t e s c

Professors

Walter L „ Eisenberg, Matthew Ac Kelly and Eric J. Schmertz,
the members of the Impasse Panel, are uniquely qualified to
serve in that capacity.

All three were initially selected

iv

by the parties to serve as mediators in those talks a
Dr, Walter L. Eisenberg, P r o f e s s o r of Economics and
Chairman of the Department of Economics at Hunter College,
is a Public Member of the Board of Collective Bargaining,
impartial chairman under the contract between the City and
Uniformed Sanitationmen's Association and between the City
and the Department of Social Services, and a veteran of
labor relations disputes in the p r i v a t e and public sectors
with 28 years of collective bargaining, mediation and
arbitration experience in this field,,

He has acted as a

mediator and panel member in previous c o n t r a c t disputes
between the sanitationmen and the City in 1968 and 1969„
He is a member of the National Academy of A r b i t r a t o r s and
has held responsible

labor relations posts with the federal

government and is currently E x e c u t i v e Director of the Public
Labor Management Institute of the City University of New York c
Dr. Matthew A. Kelly is a Professor of Industrial
Relations at Cornell University's New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations.

Professor Kelly is based

in New York City and teaches both at the ILR School Metropolitan Office as well as on Cornell's Ithaca campus.

He

is a former member of the Department of Economics of Princeton
University from which he received his doctorate and is a member
of the National Academy of Arbitrators.,

He is a well-known

V

mediator and arbitrator and has been on the panels of the
American Arbitration Association and the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service since 194(K

He has served on many

impasse panels for New York State's Public Employment Relations
Board and New Jersey's Public Employment Relations

Commission

as well as the Office of Collective Bargaining,,
Eric J. Schmercz is Professor of Law at the Hofstra
University Law School,,

He has been a public member of the

Board of Collective Bargaining since its inception.

He has

been the impartial chairman under the contract between the
Uniformed Firefighters Association and the. C i t y , and has
served as a mediator and panel m e m b e r in UFA and City
tract talks in 1966 and 1968

con-

He also served as the

arbitrator in the "work-load manning" case between the City,
the UFA and UFOA which led to an agreement in the form of the
Memorandum of Understanding of S e p t e m b e r , 1 9 6 9 „

He is also

impartial chairman of several private and quasi-public industries in New York City, including the New York City taxicab industry.

He has been a professional labor a r b i t r a t o r ,

handling hundreds of cases each year in a wide range of industries since 1962, and is a member of the National Academy
of A r b i t r a t o r s o

Earlier he held posts as Executive Director,

vi

New York State Board of Mediation and Assistant Vice
President, American Arbitration Association

Arvid Anderson
Chairman

- 1BACKGROUND
The Undersigned were constituted an Impasse Panel
by the Board of Collective B a r g a i n i n g after r e p e a t e d e f f o r t s
by the p a r t i e s , the undersigned as m e d i a t o r s , the labor and
management

advisory teams assigned to two of the d i s p u t e s ,

and the Board of Collective Bargaining to create b o t h substantive and procedural grounds upon which to conclude
separate new contracts between the City and each of the
organizations representing the sanitationmen, the patrolmen and the firefighters, viz., the Uniformed Sanitationmen's
Association, the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association, and the
Uniformed Firefighters Association.
Each of us, after formal designation by the Board
of Collective Bargaining (BCB) and with the concurrence
of the parties to each d i s p u t e , served independently as
mediators in the dispute to which he was assigned, from
an early date in this series of n e g o t i a t i o n s up to che
time we were designated an Impasse Panel.
of the latter designation

At the time

each of us was fully informed

about the facts, arguments, expectations, tensions, conflicting pressures, and problems bearing on the issues
in our respective disputes.

Throughout the p e r i o d of our

separate involvements as mediators we maintained, by virtue
of the closely integrated ("umbrella") s t r u c t u r e re-created
over the contract talks between the City and these three
uniformed services for this round of negotiations, informal

but frequent and close contact among ourselves.

We

reported the status of the bargaining in each dispute
regularly

to BCB Chairman Arvid Anderson and, at the

several critical junctures in the disputes, to the full
tri-partite Board of Collective Bargaining.
The thrust of our e f f o r t s at every step of the
way was to permit: the parties ample opportunity to do for
themselves what the collective bargaining process envisions
their doing, that is, to reach an agreement by direct
talks and without the imposition or terms of settlement
by neutrals.

Despite the fact that a bargained conclusion

has not been achieved in any of the three d i s p u t e s , we
remain convinced that the r e p e a t e d and intense efforts
to stimulate directly n e g o t i a t e d settlements were necessary and worthwhile.
The obstacles in these negotiations to suc;essful
bargained settlement were unique, well p u b l i c i z e d , and of
enormous proportions.

The PBA-City "parity" litigation,

arising from the predecessor contract, impeded full and
meaningful negotiations on the economic issues in all three
negotiations for weeks on end.

When that dispute was

finally adjusted, the serious and adverse financial condition of the City, a factor not present to the same degree
in previous negotiations, remained as a realistic block
to more traditional give and take on economic issues.
the City found itself unable or unwilling to make more

As

- 3 pronounced movement on economic issues, so too the Unions
were unable or unwilling

to reduce significantly their

money and pension demands.

In short, what turned out

to be insurmountable elements of an impasse on major
items, were present from the outset of the negotiations.
Impasse Panel procedures are an established and
required next-step in the existing bargaining

structure,

not because there is some preconception of the inevitable
failure of bargaining built into the applicable law, but
rather because experience has taught labor
specialists

relations

that the parties alone unfortunately cannot

always produce successful and peaceful bargaining settlements.

Further and most important, an Impasse Panel is

warranted

to help the parties do what they could not do

for themselves

- to bring about in these three disputes

peaceful and responsible settlements so essential to the
public interest.
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CONTRACT TERMS -- SANITATION, POLICE AND FIRE
No factual basis or persuasive argument has been
presented to us by any of the parties which would justify
a recommendation for contracts with the uniformed services
of shorter or longer duration than the present 27-month
contracts.
Contract T^erm Recommendation:

Each of the contracts for

the uniformed services shall be of 27 months duration,
from January 1, 1971 through March 31, 1973,,

SALARY RECOMMENDATIONS: POLICE AND FIRE

The parity settlement between the City and the P.B.A.
together with the application of Article VI of the expired
contract between the City and the U.F.A. mandates a salary of
$12,150 for first g r a d e patrolman and fireman a f f e c t i v e
January 1, 1971, the starting d a t e of these new contracts.
Specific provision for the lump-sum p a r i t y payments are not
set forth here since these were consummated separately by
the parties and relate to the p r e d e c e s s o r contracts.

Yet,

it must be stated as fact, that the fiscal impact of such
parity payments has influenced our determination.
Therefore, we agree with the contention that in
these negotiations, increases over the life of the new
contracts should be based on p r o s p e c t i v e C P1 inereasts
and an improvement factor for "productivity".

The concept

of basing a new contract wage on projected CP1 increases
so as to protect the employee's real wage against inflationary
erosion over the period of the collective bargaining
ment is valid no matter what the starting wage level.

agreeWe

have applied a conservative estimate of a 4-1/2% p r o j e c t e d
increase in the CPI per year, together with a conservative
yet realistic productivity factor of 2 % .

The latter takes

into consideration in the Fire Department the further
realization of efficiencies achieved from new fire-fighting
techniques introduced under the expired contract and the

anticipated

introduction of "concurrent

tours"; and, for

the Police Department, the improved efficiencies from a.
Career Development Program and an experimental program
on work charts.

On this basis, a total increase of $1,900

over the life of the contracts is reached.
Weighing the p r o s p e c t i v e impact of the C.P.I, ,
the improvement f a c t o r ; the impact of p a r i t y p a y m e n t s ; and
the City's difficult fiscal position, and considering
rates of pay for policemen

the

and firemen in other cities,

we recommend increasing the salary of first grade patrolman
and fireman from $12,150 to $14,050 during the life of a
27-month contract with salary
tive July 1, 1971,

increases

of $500 to be effec-

$700 to be effective April 1, 1972, and

$700 to be effective January 1, 1973.

The salary schedule

for first-grade patrolman and fireman, together with our
suggestions as to how the increases

should be apportioned

among the lower grades is as follows:
PATROLMEN'S

First Grade

AND FIREMEN'S

ANNUAL SALARY SCHEDULE

1/1 12 1

7/1/71

4/1/7 2

1/1/J 3

$12 ,1 50

$12 ,650

$13,3 50

$14,0 50

Second Grade

11 ,4 71

* 1 2 , 05 0

*12, 775

*13,5 00

Third Grade

10 ,9 20

*11,450

-12,200

* 1 2 , 950

Appo in tment

10 ,6 99

*10 ,850

*11,000

*1 1 , 2 0 0

*These recommendations which apply more of the
increase to the second and third grade levels than to the
appointment level are made by way of s u g g e s t i o n to the parties

to negotiate more realistic appointment rates than would
result were general increases applied uniformly at all
levels.

Should the parties be unable to agree in this

regard, we shall make a final recommended wage schedule
for patrolmen and firemen at other than first grade level

SANITATIONMEN'S WAGE ISSUE

In outlining its "inventory of sanitationmen's
needs," the sanitationmen's union predicated its request
for a "substantial wage increase" on six factors:

(1) the

rise in the Consumer Price Index (C 0 P 0 I,) during the term
of the expiring contract, that is between October 1, 1968
and December 31, 1970;

(2) a projection of the advance in

the C.P.I, during the term
with January 1, 1971;

of a new contract, beginning

(3) the requirements for a "moderate

standard of living" for a family, as defined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of
Labor (B.L.S.)>

(4) indicated advances in past and p r o -

jected "employee productivity" as derived by the union
from Department of Sanitation statistics; (5) the hazards
inherent in the sanitationman*s job as reflected in the
published statistics of injuries and accidents experienced
on the job; and (6) the "substantial" contract settlements
concluded in recent contract disputes in the private sector,
The union detailed its argument in terms of these
factors in the form of exhibits
tion.

and further oral presenca-

As to past C 0 P.I. advances which "eroded" the

salaries provided in the expiring contract, the union presented data (Union Exhibit N o „ 1) derived from B o L . S ,
statistics from September 1968 through November 1970
ing a cumulative

show-

increase of 14 r, 9% in the Index for the New
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York City area.

The union asked that the sanitationmen "be

made whole" for all of that increase in prices.

The union

also produced a table (Union Exhibit No, 2) showing its
estimates of the "gradual erosion" of the sanitationmen's
wage, by reason of the increases in the C n P „ I , , which
"cumulated to a lost of $1,422,,40" for the p e r i o d from
September 1968

through November 1970.

The union also

pointed out that a further assumed increase in the C0 P o 1 0
for December 1970 would bring this "cumulative loss" to
$1,532.30 as of December 1970. (Union Exhibit N o , 3),,
According to the union it is necessary to add $1,500 to
the wages in the new contract just to cover this factor „
The union seeks a further increase in wages to
cover its projected estimate of further C 0 P , I . advances
of "6% per year" for 1971 0
In support of still further wage adjustment in the
new contract the union presented B , L 0 S , family b u d g e t data
adjusted by the union to November

1970

(Union Exhibit No.,

4) showing the income requirement for a "moderate standard
of living" for a family of four in New York City in the
amount of $12,134 per year,.

The union argued that even

this b u d g e t was inadequate for sanitationmen because its
expenditure allowances were "unrealistic" when applied to
the needs of workers
tionman.

in an occupation like that of sanita-
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The union presented data from Department of Sanitation statistical reports (Union Exhibit N o s e 3,6,7, and
8) showing

the tonnages of garbage handled, numbers of men,

trucks and equipment on hand and in use, streets cleaned and
volume of waste disposal for the fiscal periods from 1964
to 1970 and from 1964
show

to 1969»

The tonnage-handled data

an increase in each year over the p r e c e d i n g year

ranging from 3% in the beginning of the period to 19% last
year»

Total tonnage handled in the fiscal period 1969-70

amounted to 3,649,585 tons,,

In this same period the number

of men assigned to the o p e r a t i o n s involved either increased
by 1% per year or decreased by 1 % or less per year, until
the last year when the number increased by 3%,

The total

number of men assigned reached 9,345 in the 1969-70 fiscal
periods

The annual average of tonnage handled per man rose

in each of the periods since 1964 S ranging in amounts from
2 % per year over 1964 to 16% over the previous year at the end
of the period.

The increases for che fiscal years 1968-69and

1969-70 were 13% and 16% r e s p e c t i v e l y .
1964

In the p e r i o d since

the number of trucks in the fleet declined from 1 9 630 to

1,526, while the trucks in use declined even m o r e sharply from
1,205

at the beginning of the period to 928 at the end of the

period.

The number of mechanical brooms on hand rose 16%

between 1965 and 1970, while the number in actuax use rose
only 6%.

The number of flushers on hand rose 22% in the
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same period, while the number in actual use rose only 3%.

The

number of wreckers on hand declined 2%,while those in use declined 31%.

The number of curb miles swept declined 4%,

to 873,418, between 196^-65 and 1968-69, a:. che same time that
man-days worked on street cleaning dropped 38%, to 170,490.
Curb miles swept per man-day rose by 54% between 1964-65 and
1968-69.

Tons per man-day handled at waste disposal faci-

lities rose in that same period by 39%=

Based on these

data, the union argues that it "feels justified in seeking
a further 5% per year increase In wages in recognition of
the sanitationman's personal physical c o n t r i b u t i o n to
productivltyo"

The union contends that "productivity gains

already achieved are not a t t r i b u t a b l e to management and certainly not to the inadequate equipment avaixable to che men."
Department projections for the coming 1971-72 fiscal period
and thereafter show significant expected increases in workload
The union presented another series of tables (.Union
Exhibit - Nos , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and

15) pertaining to the

fre-

quency and severity of injuries experienced by sanitationmen,
comparing

these

with the experience in other

employments

in the City service and with experience in public and private
employment elsewhere.

The tables showed a frequency rate of

110,04 in New York City for sanitation; c o m p a r e d with ^8,3
for sanitation nationally, 33,29 for all City employees,
24.90 for employees of municipal government in the nation as
a whole, and 7 » 5 6 for all industry,

Ihe severity rates are

-121,045 for New York City sanitation; compared with 1,486

for

sanitation nationally, 643 for all City employees, 878 for
employees of municipal government in the nation as a whole,
and 659 for all industry.

The union also compared disabling

injury data for sanitation, police and fire for the years
and 1969,

the latest year available from the New York City

Department of Personnel,
year was 3,130
fire 0

1962

The number of injuries in the latest

for police, 3,025 for sanitation, and 2,807 for

The numbers were up over 100%

and up about 55% in fire 0
sanitation, 101.5

in police and sanitation

The frequency rates were 11000 in

in fire a and 42 0 2 in police.

All the

frequency rates rose since 1962, with the highest rise E 104«5% 9
in sanitation.
fire 9 1,351

The most recent severity rates were l.,860 in

in police, and 1,045

in sanitation; with an increase

of 24o2% in sanitation since 1962 and decreases in police and
fire „

The union, projecting from past experience, predicted

that an average of 2 out of every 9 sanitationmen may be
injured in the coming year.

Using these figures the union

characterized sanitation, as well as police and fire, as
"the highest hazard" occupations in City service,,

The union

used these data to support a proposal for a further wage
increase of 5% per annum for "injury and hazard,,"

It also

used these data to support the union's proposed pension
revis ions.
The several wage proposal components sought by the
union were to be embodied in a proposed one-year contract.
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The City's last wage offer to sanitation before the
parties deadlocked was for a total of $1,711 in annual maximum
base pay increases made up of three separate increases: $631 on
July 1, 1971, $540 more on January 1, 1972, and another $540 on
January 1, 1973, in a three-year contract,.

This offer pre-

ceded the settlement of the policemen's parity pay lawsuit,
with its derivative effect upon the sanitationmen's pay 0
The City resisted the union's pay demands,

It acknowledged that

the statistical data presented by the union were "impressive
and probably accurate" but that the C i c y was unable to meet
the "fantastic" wage demands of the union in the current
circumstances.

Indeed, when the Special t r i p a r t i t e mediation

team consisting of Professor Waiter L ,. E i s e n b e r g , impartial
member; Rexford E. Tompkins, management member; and Irving
Stern, labor member; unanimously

recommended to the City and

the sanitationmen's union on December 31, 1970 that they
extend

their contract beyond its expiration on that date to

permit further bargaining, Mr. Tompkins and Mr. Stern issued
a separate concurring recommendation in which they characterized
the technical presentations of the parties in the

following

terms:
We think you should know that the m a s s i v e presentation
of documents, statistics and analyses of productivity,
and injuries is one of the most thorough and outstanding presentations we have ever seen submitted on behalf of any union. That preparation has confirmed to
us also the warning given to us by Dr, E i s e n b e r g in
our first meeting that the issues in this dispute are
unusually complex and, in some instances, extremely
technical.
It seems to us also, p u t t i n g it fairly but
bluntly, that the City's presentation nas not yet
responded with the kind of pertinency which would j_et
us form either opinions or recommendations»
We recognize that the so-called money issue tends to be para-
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mount in any labor negotiation, but. we are gravely
concerned about other extremely important areas which
in our judgment need thorough-going discussion. It
is astonishing, for example, that the bargaining
record on productivity has to date been made largely
by the union« Amazing to us, alsc-, is the fact that the
safety of the workers has received so little attention from the City's side, In the face of the City's
own injury statistics, concerning these men, the
paucity on the safety question is appalling , While
making this comment on the state of the negotiations
today, we think it must also be said that yesterday
M r » Edward Hamilton, the City's B u d g e t Director,
made the first reasonably comprehensive and forthright presentation of the City's acute financial
problem. Really, for the first time, the union
was supplied with adequate documentation of the
City's oft-repeated statement of its inability
to pay .
Indeed, the B u d g e t Director's concise and informative account
of the City's economic problems indicated the range of the
estimated revenue shortfall for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1971 at $200-million to $300-miliion

in the $7 0 7~billion

b u d g e t , and the areas of need and difficulty in the budgetary
planning for fiscal 1972 0

Specifically

as to salaries for

sanitationmen, the City stressed f u t u r e "cost-of-living"
increases and productivity as acceptable grounds for further
wage advance.

The City used as a basis for p r o j e c t i n g "cost-

of-living" increases a rather novel application of the Gross
National Product (G.N.P.) Price Deflator,,
is a defensible means

This Price Deflator

for measuring real advances in the G.N.P,

of certain of the public sector and private sector G.N 0 P. components to which it is applicable.

If the Price Deflator

could be adapted for highly local application to the large
aggregates involved
would be defensible,.

in municipal budget-making, that too
However, such a Price Deflator is not

appropriately applied to individual salary rates as a measure
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of the past or future impact of prices on such rates „
C.P.I, is the appropriate measure of price change

The

as it

affects wage-earner income,and we used the latter price
index in weighing possible salary adjustments to maintain
purchasing power against possible loss through price advances
After weighing these factors, and in view of the
previously established relationships among the pay schedules
for the three uniformed - services, we make the following
salary recpmmendation

for sanitationmen:

RECOMMENDATION; SALARY FOR SANITATIONMEN
The maximum annual base salary for sanitationmen
shall be increased over the $10,951 salary established by
the parties as of January 1, 1971, by an annual total of
$1,710

made up of three successive annual increases of

$450, $630 and $630, in accordance with the following
schedule:

Effective Dates

Sanitationmen's Maximum
Annual Base Salary

July 1, 1971

$11,401

April 1, 1972

$12,031

January 1, 1973

$12,661

Further, the parties shall in accordance with their
past practice adjust the appointment rate and the subsequent
annual increments to the base salary maximum in a manner that
will appropriately reflect the recommended increases in
salary maximum.

-16PENSIONS - POLICE, FIRE AND SANITATION
This issue has been the most difficult and controversial of those before us.

The unions contend that the

favorable position they historically occupied relative to
other municipal employees was b a s e d on the acknowledged
arduous or hazardous nature of their work, and that this
position has been eroded in recent years.

They argue that

other City employees "engaged in sedentary or safe work"
have negotiated a pension plan with the City superior to
those enjoyed by the uniformed services.

The unions seek

to restore what they regard as a deserved advantage by
reason of the nature of their work.
The pension demands of the U.F.A. and P.B.A. were
similar but not identical.

The U.F.A. requested half-pay

after 15 years of service and full-pay after 25 years of
service; with a service factor of 1/20 for each year subsequent to the first 15 years of service.

The P.B.A.

sought 60% retirement after 15 years, full pay after 25
years and a service fraction of 1/25.

In addition, each

so-ught other significant improvements in their pension
plans including improved disability payments, vesting,
medical expenses, death benefits, bonuses, and credit
for prior City service and military service.

Demands of

the Sanitationmen's Union for changes in their retirement plan included:

adoption of a. pension benefit formula

which would apply the same service fraction to all years

-17of service to the date of retirement; a full-pay

pension

upon completion of 35 years of service; continuation of
the present cost-of-living increase supplement

for pen-

sioners by joint City and Union sponsorship of the re-enactment of necessary annual state legislation; authorization
for the purchase of credit for prior uncredited provisional
service as a sanitationman; establishment of a vesting
benefit after 10 years of service, the amount of which is
to be computed in exactly the same manner as the service
retirement benefit, and to become payable when the member
would have rendered

20 years of service; and maintenance

of all other pension benefits now in effect.
Throughout these negotiations

the City's position

with reference to the present police, fire and sanitation
plans has been consistent.

The Cicy rejected all of the

pension proposals made by the employee organizations here
involved, and expressed strenuous opposition to any pension
improvements
cost.

which would add to the present levels of pension

The Employer observed that total pension contributions

by the City to all systems in fiscal 1970-71 had risen by
27%, to $625,000,000, over the previous year, and by 44% in
the past two years.

The City maintained

that only five

other systems across the country had a pension benefit providing half-pay after 20 years of service regardless of
age, and that "few if any other systems allow calculations
of pension benefits based on earnings of the last day of
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service as the City does."
The present pension systems in police and fire,
though different in certain respects, such as the rate of
employee contribution and the rate of the Employer's
increased take-home pay (I.T.H.P.) contribution, are basically the same with regard to the level of half-pay
ment and the service fraction thereafter.

retire-

Both presently

provide for retirement after 20 years at one-half annual
pay, based on the last day's compensation.
each provides for accumulation

Thereafter

of a retirement allowance

at the rate of 1/60 per year, in theory permitting full
retirement after 50 years of service,.

However, this final

level cannot as a practical matter be achieved inasmuch as
policemen and firefighters may not enter the service until
age 21, and policemen must retire following their 63rd birthday, firemen following their 65th birthday.
The sanitationmen's system has substantially the
same retirement

allowance formula for the first 20 years,

but for years in excess of 20, 1/100 of the final average
salary (5-year average) for all years, with a change for
years after 1965, plus an annuity based on contributions
and the balance of the I.T.H.P.
Also, in police and fire there are closed systems
covering a relatively few employees who were in the departments prior to 1940 and whose pension rights are tied to
plans which provide for half-pay retirement after 20 years
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of service and full pay after 35 years, but with a 1/60 service
fraction after the 20th year of service..

In sanitation, a

comparable system, now closed and covering a few employees,
allows for a full-pay benefit on a discretionary basis.
The present plans of the uniformed services have
features which have been in effect as early as 1890,
the 20-year half-pay provision for firefighters).

(e.g.,

In their

present form they were designed to encourage early retirement.

It should be noted that none of the present plans in-

clude a minimum age requirement for retirement at half-pay
after the 20th year.

This concept was based on the obvious

need for youth, physical stamina and alertness
employed in the uniformed services involved.

in those
It was not

contemplated that significant percentages of the workforce
in these Departments would, because of the arduous or
hazardous nature of the work involved, be able to remain in
active employment much beyond the 20th year of service,
particularly since the average entering age until recently
had been between 27 and 30 years.
In these series of negotiations one of the most
discussed aspects of the disputes over pensions centers on
a comparison between the present pension systems of the
uniformed services and the recently negotiated "City-wide"
New Career Pension Plan (N.C.P.P.),

It is the latter plan

which the uniformed services point to as confirmation of
the erosion of the historic distinction between
and hazardous work.

non-hazardous

They claim that the new City-wide plan,
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applicable to civilian employees is "better" than the plans
for police, fire and sanitation^

The City on the other hand

claims that the plans for the uniformed services remain
superior.

In fact, in some respects the pension systems for

the uniformed services remain better; in others the N.C.P.P.
is superior.

For example, because the uniformed services do

not have an age qualification for retirement, the availability
of a half-pay,

20-year retirement benefit is superior to that

provided under the N.C.P.P., which requires a minimum age of
50 or 55 for retirement.
provisions

Also, the disability retirement

under the police, fire and sanitation plans re-

main superior.
However,

the service fraction after the 20th year is

significantly better under the N.C.P.P. than under the plans
applicable to the uniformed services.

The former provides

for a 2-1/2% service fraction for each year subsequent to the
20th, and so generates a full-pay retirement level after 40
years of service.

Compared to the plans in police, fire and

sanitation, and taking into consideration the minimum age
requirement

of 50 or 55, the N.C.P.P. produces the possibi-

lity of retirement at full pay at least 10 years earlier than
under the plans for the uniformed services.

For example, after

35 years of service an eligible employee under the N.C.P.P.
can retire at approximately 87-1/2% of final year's salary,
whereas a policeman, fireman or sanitationman would receive
approximately

81%,

75% and 74% respectively.

Also the N.C.P.P.
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provides that pensions subsequent to the 20th year be
calculated on the basis of the last year's

"salary"

(i 0 e., interpreted as "compensation"), whereas the
police and fire plans at present are calculated on the
basis of a "career average" of the years after the 20th,
and the sanitation plan is based on the last day's "salary"
for the first 20 years.

In short, depending upon the

retiree's age, the date selected for retirement, and the
circumstances under which he chooses to retire, each of
the plans has its relatively superior and inferior aspects.
The long-established fact is that the uniformed
services, for sound reasons legislatively affirmed, have
deliberately been covered by better pension plans than
those applicable to other municipal employees.

For years,

the special hazards faced by, arduous physical demands
upon, and relatively

short-lived working careers of em-

ployees in the uniformed services have been reflected in
pension plans unique to those employees in that they provided earlier retirement and higher retirement benefits
than those for the City's civilian employees,,

In its wis-

dom the State Legislature not only enacted these preferential
plans, but also recognized the unique nature of the work per-
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formed by the employees

in the uniformed

services by passing

such special legislation as "heart and lung" bills which distinguished these employees from all others by creating a
presumption that heart and lung disabilities among police
and firemen were service-connected.

In other words, because

policemen, firemen, and sanitationmen performed work of a
uniquely difficult or unpleasant nature, which affected their
health and longevity,

they received pensions and other

legislation unique to their status alone.

health

Because they were

deemed sui generis many years ago, their special pension plans
and special health legislation did not create a spreading
precedent for employees engaged in other kinds of work in
either the public or private sectors.
is no different in principle.

The situation today

Indeed, the hazards and the

onerous characteristics of their work are more pronounced.
The uniformed services are still entitled to pension benefits
that are at least no less favorable than those enjoyed by
civilian municipal employees.

And where there is a doubt

about the present relative levels of benefits, the benefits
of the uniformed services should be improved to the point where
no doubt remains.

Our recommendations are designed to do just

that by retaining most of the substantive advantages of the
present police, fire and sanitation plans and by integrating
into those plans some of the more favorable aspects of recently
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negotiated City pension plans which we find should also apply
to the uniformed services.

The intent and effect of our

recommendations is to improve the police, fire and sanitation pension plans in an historically defensible way, at
moderate added cost.
The current annual costs of the existing pension
systems applicable to all uniformed employees in each of the
three Departments here involved amount to roughly one-fourth
of total payroll in each of the Departments, with the figures
for each showing 26% of payroll in police, over 24% in fire,
and under 23% in sanitation.

By way of comparison, the

existing City-wide pension system (N.Y.C.E.R.S.) applicable
to 121,000 white-collar

and blue-collar civilian employees

has a current annual cost amounting

to about 21% of the payroll

applicable to such employees, a percentage close to the order
of magnitude of those applicable to the three uniformed services
The percentage of payroll that will characterize the New Career
Pension Plan

(N.C.P.P.) recently negotiated by the City with

the union representing
presented

to us.

the civilian employees has not been

However, it is reported that the added

annual costs of the new plan will be about $30,000,000 greater
than present costs, and that the percentage of payroll will
also go up.
It is obvious to us that the separate major

pension

demands originally made by the representatives of the uniformed services would be extraordinarily costly; and even
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eligibility as modified during the negotiations would be
very costly.

These proposals are in degree novel to the

present City-funded pension systems and their effect is to
go significantly beyond certain of the benefits and costs
inherent in the 2-1/2% service fraction formula recently
negotiated by the Employer for the new City-wide pension
plan.

The Panel will not treat conclusively

in whole or in

part with radical pension revisions in a recommedatory impasse procedure where the parties are very far apart in their
views, but we have no hesitancy in using applicable elements
of previously

negotiated pension changes in which the City

and a major union of City employees were involved to help
to resolve immediately some of the pension problems over
which the Employer and its uniformed services are divided.
Our pension recommendations will reflect this judgment.
At present the three uniformed service pension
plans are contributory, with the following

actuarially de-

termined rates upon entry into the service at assumed age 21:
sanitationmen 8=70%, policemen 8.05%, and firefighters 5<,64%c
However, the effective rates of contribution are lower, because

they are net of the Employer's

increased-take-home-pay (I.T.H.P.).

5% contribution for
So that, the effective

contribution rates at the assumed entry age of 21 are:

sani-

tationmen 3.70%, policemen 3.05%, and firefighters 0.64%.
At present, the firefighters' pension plan is virtually noncontributory.

It is noteworthy

that as the age of entry

into
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th e service rises, the actuarially determined employee contribution rate goes down, and therefore the effective contribution
rate by virtue of theI.T.H.P. offset goes down.

At assumed

age of entry of 25, an assumption closer to the actual average
experience of the uniformed services, the effective rates of
employee contribution, net of the I.T.H.P. offset, are:
sanitationmen 2.50%, policemen 2.30%, and firefighters 0.36%.
We are advised that the administrative costs for management of
employee contributions are significant.

We note, too, that

the recently negotiated N.C.P.P. reduces employee contributions
to a flat 1/2 of 1% for white-collar

employees, and to a flat

1% for a minority of the covered employees,
collar

(described as "physically

those in blue-

taxing") occupations.

Important,

too, is the proximate existence of other significant de facto
or formal precedents,involving the Employer,for minimizing or
eliminating

employee contributions.

Employees of the New York

City transit system are on a non-contributory basis.

New York

City teachers are in many instances effectively on a noncontributory basis because the 5% I.T.H.P. offset is greater
than their actuarially

determined contribution rate.

in passing that the State Legislature

in 1966

We note

enacted a law

making the New York State Employees Retirement System,

covering

about 250,000 state and local government employees, noncontributory effective April 1, 1960.

Further, the New York

State Teachers Retirement System, covering about 185,000
teachers throughout the State, was placed on a similar

non-
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contributory basis within the past two years.

We are mindful,

too, that pension plans in the private sector are predominantly
non-contributory, a trend remarked upon in the Bankers Trust
Company's 1970 Report on Industrial Retirement Plans.
However justifiable in principle a reduction or
elimination of employee contributions may be, the projected
cost to the City at this time of such a change is an equally
significant factor and we have given it great weight.

This

is particularly so in view of the substantial wage adjustments already achieved by these three unions in their parity
pay settlements with the City, and in further view of the
recommended wage settlements for the new contracts covering
the uniformed services.
In our efforts to ascertain which pension changes
already justified

on equitable grounds could also be justified

in terms of minimum added cost to the Employer, we relied
upon the actuarial cost projections formally presented to the
panel by Jack Bigel of Program Planners, Inc.,

pension

actuaries and consultants to the sanitationmen's union; by
Thomas Fitzgerald of Martin E. Segal & Co., actuarial consultants

to the patrolmen's organization; and by the parties

themselves in oral presentations and documents submitted to the
Panel, inasmuch as our request for similar estimates from the
actuary

for the systems was denied by the City's Office of Labor

Relations.
If the following changes were assumed for each of the
three systems:

(1) extension of the present 2.5% service
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fraction for service under 20 years to the years after 20; (2)
the elimination

of the contributory feature of the systems

applicable to the three uniformed services; and (3) elimination of the Employer's I.T.H.P. obligation; there would be
a markedly different cost impact for each of the systems.
For sanitationmen, if the three changes specified
above were made, the added cost to the City would be $10Q,000
per year for the 12,700 employees (including
by the fund, or an additional 0.07%

officers) covered

of applicable payroll*

The projected average cost per man is $7.89 per year.

In

this fund, the employee contribution rate is highest among
the three„
For policemen, the added cost to the City of these
three changes would be $6,609,000 per year for the 32,200 employees (including

officers) cove'red by the fund, or an ad-

ditional Io50% of applicable payroll.
per man is $205.00 per year.
of making

The projected cost

The total cost to the City

these changes is highest for this fund.
For firefighters, the added cost to the City of

these three changes would be $3,779,000

per year for the

13,600 employees (including officers) covered by the fund,
or an additional 2.06%

of applicable payroll.

average cost per man is $278.00 per year»

The projected

The effective

employee contribution rate is about 1/2 of 1% for those covered
by this fund, the lowest rate among the three funds.
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By comparison, the reported total costs for the new
City-wide pension plan for civilian employees would average
$248oOO per covered employee.
These significant differences in Employer cost and
employee impact have led us to the conclusion that different
recommendations for each of the three goups of uniformed
employees would be in the mutual interest of all concernedo
Our recommendation will reflect this conclusion.
For reasons made explicit

elsewhere in this report,

we are not recommending immediate disposition of the pension
issues involving proposed full-pay benefits after 30, or 33,
or 35 years of service.

But we cannot fail to note that the

costs projected by actuaries for the least costly of these
full-pay proposals, the 35-year full-pay benefit, show that
such a change would by itself add $309,000 per year to sanitation pension costs, $1,781,000 per year to police pension costs,
a n d

$441,000 per year to fire pension costs, or a total

of $2,531,000 for all three services.
applicable

Related to the

department payrolls, a 35-year full-pay

should by itself add 0.21%

pension

to sanitation pension costs as a

percentage of payroll, 0.40% to the police percentage of payroll, and 0.33% to the fire percentage of payroll^

However,

the projected added annual costs for such a full-pay benefit,
no matter how moderate, for the three uniformed services, is
but one of a number of relevant considerations.

Therefore,
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th is and other considerations pertinent to the full-pay
pension proposals deserve the most careful expert evaluation
and study under auspices and circumstances which are detailed
in our recommendations on the pension issues.
Major innovative revisions in the extraordinarily
complex and sensitive area of pensions are best left to the
parties themselves.

In our view impartial impasse panelists

with the authority only to recommend solutions, ought to
propose only those specific pension adjustments which will
aid the parties in correcting at minimum cost clearly inequitable elements in the pension systems applicable to the
undisputedly hazardous services.

As to the other unresolved

pension issues, we are constrained to propose to the parties
a procedure which would permit mutual appraisal of their
respective positions at a time, under auspices, and under circumstances which will assure thorough evaluation with the aid
of pension experts representing each of the parties and the
pub lie o
To fulfill these objectives above, we make the
following recommendations„
PENSION RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

Retirement Benefit Formula -

The Fire Department

Fund, Article 1-B; the Police Pension Fund, Article 2; and the
sanitation service pension provisions

of the New York City

Employees Retirement System, shall be amended effective in
accordance with the terms of the necessary enabling legis-
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lation to provide in each instance for each year of service
in excess of the minimum

required for retirement, but not to

exceed an additional 20 years, a retirement allowance equal
to 2=5% of annual compensation

on the date of retirement,

consisting of an annuity, if any; a pension for applicable
I.T.H.P., if any; and a pension for service.

The present

benefit provided in each system for the minimum period of
service shall remain unchanged, namely, 50% of the annual
compensation on the date of retiremento
2.
(a)

Employee and Employer Contributions -

Firemen - Their pension system is virtually

contributory at present,,

non-

A change in employee and employer

contributions would not generate benefits to either which are
significant enough to justify the change.

Moreover, there is

a current disagreement between the Employer and the U.F.A. over
the matter of liability for any existing "deficiency" in contributions

to the firemen's pension system.

We find

these

to be compelling grounds to recommend no change in employee
contributions or in the I.T.H.P. applicable to firemen.
are advised by actuaries intimately

(We

familiar with this and

other public pension systems, that this "deficiency" in contributions in no way affects the actuarial soundness of the
firefighters' system.)
(b)

Policemen - The employee contributions to this fund are

made at rates significantly higher than the rates to be
plied in the N.C.C.P.

Yet, the cost of eliminating

ap-

the em-
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ployees' contributions to this fund entirely is high enough
to warrant only the recommendation that the employee's
contribution be reduced to a flat 1%, and that the Employer
contributions for I.T.H.P, be discontinued,
(c)

S ani tationmen - The actuarial estimate of the total

cost for eliminating the contributory feature of this fund
is so small, and the benefit to the employee so immediate
that we recommend discontinuation of both the employee contribution and the Employer's
3.

I. T < H. P. contribution.

Limitation on Legislation - During the period

covered by these contracts, neither the affected employee
organization nor the City shall sponsor, support, or have
introduced legislation to change pension benefits, except as
mutually agreed to by the City and the employee organization
involved and except as otherwise recommended elsewhere in this
report; provided however, that the Employer and the affected
employee organization shall undertake to sponsor and support
such enabling legislation as may be required to effectuate
the pension changes recommended herein and such other pension
changes as may subsequently evolve upon completion of the
joint study recommended below; and provided further, that
Employer and the affected employee organization may sponsor
and support such necessary annual legislation as may be
required to continue in effect any present cost-of-living
increase supplement for pensioners.,
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4o

Funding Formula - The unfunded accrued liabi-

lity resulting

from improvements

in benefits shall be funded

by thirty-five equal annual payments„
5„
Effective

Credit for Prior New York State Service -

in accordance with the terms of the necessary

enabling

legislation, members of the Police Pension Fund, Article 2,
and the Fire Department Fund, Article 1-B, shall be permitted
to purchase credit for previous New York State Service which
the member was eligible to, but failed to, transfer pursuant
to existing provisions

of law.

Such member shall have six

months in which to request such credit and shall be required
to pay into the fund the amount of the reserves that the
State would have transferred,

plus the amount of his ac-

cumulated deductions in the State service, plus interest
thereon from the date of termination of his State service.
He shall be required

to pay such amount within three months

of notification of the amount of payment which is due.
6„

Portability Into the Uniformed Systems Prior

Ci ty S ervice -

An individual who is a member of another City-

supported retirement system and becomes, on or after the effective date in the necessary enabling legislation, a member
of one of the systems covered by these recommendations, may,
if he has not withdrawn his contributions, transfer such
credit to his new system within six months after becoming a
member of his new system.

Such transferred service shall be
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credited toward eligibility

for retirement at half-pay after

20 years of service regardless of age, only if it was membership service in a plan which provided the same benefit,,
Any member of one of the systems covered by these
recommendations may, on or after the effective date in the
necessary

enabling

legislation, purchase credit for service

rendered as a member of another City-supported retirement
system, which he has not transferred, at a rate of contribution equal to the normal rate of contribution paid by him
at the time of application for purchase of such credit,,

Such

purchased service shall be credited toward eligibility for
retirement at half-pay after 20 years of service regardless
of age, only if it was membership service in a plan which
provided the same benefits
7.

Purchase of Prior Provisional Sanitation Service -

Effective in accordance with the terms of enabling

legislation,

members of the sanitation service pension plan of the New York
City Employees Retirement System may purchase credit for prior
uncredited provisional service as a s ani ta tiontnan „

The member

shall have six months in which to request such credits

He

shall purchase it at a rate of contribution paid by him at
the time of application for purchase of the credit.

Such

purchased service shall be credited for all purposes including the minimum service requirement.
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8„

Continuation of Present Cost-of-Living

Supplement for Sanitation Pensioners - The Employer and the
sanitationmen's Union shall undertake joint sponsorship and
support for the re-enactment of legislation necessary to
continue this supplement for sanitation pensioners.
9.

Tripartite Pension Study Panels - Any further

pension changes beyond those specified in the Impasse Panel's
recommendations, as set forth above, shall be referred by any
of the parties here involved to an appropriate three-member
tripartite study panel to be established promptly for each of
the three uniformed services,,

Each study panel shall consist

of three members expert in the pension field, one designated
by the City, one designated by the employee organization involved, and one impartial member designated by the two members
named by the parties.

Should the two members of a study panel

fail within 10 days to agree upon the selection of the impartial member, the matter of selection of the third, impartial,
member shall be referred to the Office of Collective Bargaining for designation of such member.
Each expert study panel shall convene within 30 days
of the acceptance of the Impasse Panel's recommendations by
the Employer and an employee organization here involved and
shall be obligated to complete, no later than December 31, 1971,
appropriate inquiry into, evaluation of, and recommendations
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to the parties upon any pension proposal put before the
study panel by the organization involved or by the
Employer.

The study panels shall be free to maintain

liaison with one another throughout the course of their
deliberations, and they shall hold such public or private
hearings, conferences, and executive sessions as they may
deem necessary

to perform their assignement effectively.

They shall be encouraged to look towards the preparation
of a joint report and recommendations covering the work
of all three panels, and failing in that they shall be
obligated to submit separate reports and recommendations
to the parties before them and to the Office of Collective
Bargaining on or before December 31, 1971.
Unresolved pension issues which may be appropriate
Vx^

for presentation

to the recommended study panel(s)

by any

of the parties include, but are not limited, to the following:
1.

further changes in the retirement benefit formula ;

2.

credit for military service;

3.

continuation of the variable supplements fund;

4.

application

of longevity increases to pension

credit;
5o

vesting of pension benefits;

6.

the yield from investment of pension reserves;
and

7«

the effective dates of pension changes.
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OTHER ISSUES IN THE PATROLMEN'S CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

PARITY
There is to be no provision in the contract for the
establishment or maintenance of a parity relationship with
the salaries of any other employee group.

The fiscal implica-

tions of parity, let alone the discouragement if not impediment
to mature, meaningful and constructive collective bargaining
where "me-tooism" prevails in the form of p a r i t y provisions,
are too well known to reiterate here and are sufficient in
themselves to justify deletion of the parity provision from
the new contract.
But, within the limits of the essential rights of the
Department,

among otherSj to manage the department, direct and

assign patrolmen in their jobs and generally administer its
grave responsibilities and mission in the well-being of the
security and safety of the citizenry, the relationship

of

the salaries and classification of patrolmen within their
bargaining unit to job

function, experience, education, per-

formance and the like are, on the contrary, a fitting and
proper concern in collective bargaining.
analysis

And, upon careful

of these and other factors related to the duties of

a patrolman and his remuneration, a new job title and salary
in addition to, and in excess of, that provided first grade
patrolmen is warranted for those patrolmen in the bargaining
unit who meet the qualifications and merit the consideration.
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MASTER PATROLMAN,
The new category of patrolman as discussed by the
parties would be Master Patrolman.

Achievement

of the

classification of Master Patrolman would be determined by
competitive rating based on considerations which would more
than likely include among others such factors as job assignment, performance, experience, industry, loyalty and dedication to the force, bravery and the like.
The details of the new grade and eligibility requirements
out.

and selection standards have all yet to be worked

But the Department and the City have evidenced interest

in the establishment of such a category of patrolman and
there has been much lengthy and constructive discussion of
the matter by the parties in these ngotiations.

It is rec-

ommended that these deliberations be continued with the understanding

that should any area of difference arise in determining

the new category of patrolman the parties shall refer the matter to a mediator, or some other mutually accepted neutral,
for appropriate action.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
As indicated in extensive discussions throughout the
bargaining sessions, the Department has been considering the
establishment of a Career Development Program in the interest
of encouraging and rewarding individual p a t r o l m e n - e f f o r t s at
self-improvement and advancement in their chosen career.
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This, of course, is clearly a Departmental operational matter as distinct from a bargainable issue in the
narrow sense.

But the record

of experience

in labor-

management relations suggests that it may be desirable for
the parties to consider and discuss matters which can be
advanced through joint efforts at the bargaining table,
even where these are "permissive" rather than

"mandatory"

from a strictly legal point of view.
In the interest of furthering career development
in the Department and within patrolmen ranks, it is urged
that the parties continue their discussions of a Career
Development Program and that such a program be developed
with the understanding that should any area of difference
arise over the details, they shall be referred to a mediator,
or some other mutually acceptable neutral, for appropriate
ac tion o
TOURS -QF-DUTY AND WORK .CHARTS ...
An issue in some ways similar to the item discussed
above revolves about the broad question of tours of duty,
work charts and related areas.

Much of what has been dis-

cussed, as with the Career Development Program, is viewed
by the City and the Department as consisting of "productivity
items" and essentially

managerial in nature.

The P . B 0 A , , with

equal fervor and some justification on the other hand, contends that many of these areas are eontraetual m a t t e r s which
affect their basic working conditions,,
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There is much that is correct in the positions of
both parties, but this does not necessarily preclude joint
efforts in problem-solving to effect fair and equitable rescheduling of, for example, tours of duty and experimentation
in the development and application of work charts for the
several Divisionsand

Commands.

And it must be said that

while these are complex and sensitive areas for the parties,
much progress has been made in these negotiations toward a
better understanding of the objectives •sought - and the problems
invoIved.
No "solution" in the form of a recommendation by
"a third party" in matters such as these is truly the equal
of that worked

out by the parties.

Limitations

in time at

the bargaining

table have not permitted the in-depth analysis

or concentration on issues warranted by the parties to effect a mutually

satisfactory program in these important areas.

In the firm conviction that such joint efforts
Constitute mature'and constructive collective bargaining by
the parties which can be mutually

beneficial

and that col-

lective bargaining in this sense, unlike treaty-making, is
a continuous process it is recommended that these discussions be continued and that the City, Department and P.B.A.
develop a program, experimental if you will, in the broad
area of work-charts which could include,

too,

experimenta-

tion in vacation selection, vacation charts and vacation
work within the Department of a limited and partial amount
where such work, as the Department determines, is available
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The final determination in much of these areas is,
within the limits of the contract, in the hands of the Department but the main thrust of this recommendation is that such
experimentation as may be conducted in the several

Divisions

and Commands with existing tours of duty, work-charts and the
like shall be undertaken after discussion and consultation
with representatives of the P.B.A. In three areas in which,
on the basis of discussion in mediative sessions, it would
appear that the parties have seemed close to agreement but
"not quite there", we make a recommendation for a possible
solution for their consideration:
Reeommenda tion:

In the matter of advance notice-time in

other than emergency or unusual circumstances, it is recommended that the Department have the right to reschedule a
patrolman's tour of duty up to two h o u r s - b e f o r e or after his
normal starting time without penalty of pre- or p o s t - s h i f t
overtime

so long as such advance notice is provided the

individual patrolman no later than seven days prior to the
date of the schedule change.

In the matter of the time-span

of hours within which the Special Events Squad and the Tactical
Patrol Force could be assigned their eight-hour duty, it is
recommended that the hours be within 6:00 AM - 7:00 PM for the
SES and 5:00 PM - 6:00 AM for the TPF.

In the matter of appli-

cation of portal-to-portal pay to TPF and SES patrolmen, it is
recommended that portal-to-portal pay for TPF and SES patrolmen be provided only when TPF and SES patrolmen are temporarily
assigned as individuals -"not as a unit - to commands other

than
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In general, it is our strong recommendation that in
dealing with these important matters•affecting the Department's
operational efficiency

and the men's day-to-day working

con-

ditions, the parties endeavor not to be so rigidly bound by
past practice or any other limitation as to occasion blind
resistance to essential innovation and change.
especially

This is

pertinent in the matter of the one-man patrol.

The temper of the times today, the seeming growing

resent-

ment "of the Establishment" and the disdain for law and order
in many quarters suggests increasing concern for the safety and
well-being

of the patrolman c

The Department has expressed its

deep concern in this regard and for caking-every precaution
consistent with its public responsibility for minimizing
hazards to the safety of its men.

the

But it suggests that on an

experimental basis and in selected low-crime areas among others,
the use of one-man patrol cars could permit of a double level
of patrols which would provide more effective and expeditious
dispatch of patrol cars to the scene - of crimes and' emergencies
while

providing even greater safety for the operation of the

patrol car.

The Department c i t e s , from its view, the success in

the use of a'mix of one- and two-man p a t r o l cars in such major
cities as Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit, Washington, D. C., Baltimore and St. Louis.
unanimity

The P.B.A„ responds with

in a strong and clear p r o t e s t that the risks and

hazards to the safety and well-being

of a patrolman in the

metropolitan area are nowhere duplicated in the nation and that
one-man patrol cars under any circumstances- would invite certain
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increasing risk of the safety and life of the patrolman 0

The

P o B . A o suggests experimentation in alternatives that, in its
judgment, would improve efficiency in dealing with crime and
emergencies

without

of the patrolman.

increasing the risks to the life and safety
Among these suggestions is the greater use

of "walkie-talkies" on patrol and between the two patrol car
men dispatched to an a r e a o p e r a t i n g separately outside the car
or with one in and one out.
In an operational matter which is as complex as this
and as surrounded with such grave considerations as this is,
we feel constrained not to recommending a change in the
present two-man patrol car operation but we urge the parties,
nonetheless,

as in other departmental matters affecting work-

ing conditions

to keep an open mind and to continue

joint

discussions to the end of improving o p e r a t i o n s c
VACATION PICKS
On this issue it is our recommendation that patrolmen be permitted to select individual vacation days at the time
vacations are picked with the provisos:

1) that the maximum

allowed for such individual vacation days shall be 2% of the
force, and

2) that no patrolman may choose more than one of

the following holidays as an individual vacation day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and
New Year's Day.

It is further recommended that in the event

a patrolman fails to select such individual vacation days at
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overtime shall be followed from the date of acceptance of the
Panel's recommendations.
UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
We recommend th?t the present uniform allowance
be increased by $ 1 ^
DELI
We recommen
Panel's recommendatioi
Commands by 3:00

shall

July 1, 1971.
. PAY
tt

CHECKS.-.TO . COMMANDS •

from the date of acceptance of the

pay checks shall be delivered to

PM on . '.ursday preceding payday for distri-

bution after 3:00 PM on said Thursday.
ACCRUED LEAVE AND BENEFICIARY
We recommend that from the date of acceptance of the
Panel's recommendations, should an employee in the bargaining
unit die while in the City's employ, his or her beneficiary
or other estate shall receive payment in cash for:

1) all

unused accrued annual leave to a maximum of 54 days credit, and
2)

all entitled unused leave days for personal leave day,

Memorial Day, July 4th and Veteran's Day, it being understood
that this provision pertains to all unused accrued compensatory
time earned subsequent

to the effective date of the new con-

tract between the parties, namely, January 1, 1971 and retained pursuant to this contract verifiable by official agency
records to a maximum of two hundred hours for any combination
or total of leave days and compensatory time in any individual
case .
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PAYMENTS
We recommend'- that "He a 1th and Welfare Fund payments
be increased to $ 250 ; 00 'per ~ac tive employee as of January 1,

1972.
PROMOTIONAL

EXAMINATIONS

We recommend that from the date of acceptance of thePanel's recommendations, candidates in any promotional

examina-

tion shall have the right to retain the questions and answers,
LIFE INSURANCE
We recommend that from the effective date of the
contract between the parties, namely January 1, 1971, in the
event an employee in the bargaining unit dies because of an
injury arising out of and in the course of his employment
through no fault of his own, and in the proper performance of
his duties, a payment of $25,000 will be made from funds other
than those of the Retirement System in addition to any other
payment which may be made as a result of such death.
ment shall be made to:
any;

Such pay-

(a) the employee's widow or widower, if

or (b) if there be no widow or widower, to the employee's

child or children,

if any, in equal shares; or (c) if there be

no children, to the employee's estate.
1

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

We recommend that there shall be provision made in
the contract governing individual rights and areas of representation patterned along lines of the Department's General Order 15.
Should any difference arise over the details and nature of such
contractual language, the matter shall be referred to a mediator,
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or some other mutually acceptable neutral, ~ f o r resolution„
LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR CAR USE ON ELECTION DAY
It is recommended that where a patrolman is assigned
to using his car on Election Day or any other "authorized
day," the City shall assume the cost of car liability insurance for such use, it being understood that: "In accordance
with General Municipal Law Section 50(c)

the City shall hold

harmless from liability a patrolman whose private auto is
used for a Police Department purpose during the entire
period of such use."
P^B.A. OR CITY PROPOSALS NOT INCLUDED IN

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is to be noted that there are certain proposals for
the modification and change of the present contract which have
been strenuously and intelligently presented, and sought, by
one or the other party during these negotiations and in mediative sessions and meetings separately and jointly before the
Impasse Panel or before the Panel Chairman for the City-P.B.A.
contract dispute which have not been included in these recommendations.

Without regard to their equity, and certainly

without prejudice, each and every such proposal has been carefully evaluated and for numerous and varying reasons have been
deemed, in this round of negotiations at least, as not warranting change or adjustment.

Thus, whether specifically

commented

upon or not in this report, each and every such item of proposed modification, change or addition to the present contract by either party shall be deemed to have been given
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full consideration by the parties in negotiations and by the
mediator and the Panel, except as herein indicated or the
parties mutually agree to the contrary.

OTHER ISSUES -IN - FIRE • NEGOTIATIONS •
UTILIZATION OF PRESENT MANPOWER

The City's concept of scheduling a portion of the
work force during the high activity hours of 9 AM to midnight and 3 PM to midnight (concurrent tours) makes sense.
This Department is already working at a high level of
"productivity" resulting in part, at least, from the innovative technique established under the Memorandum of
Understanding of September 1969 - - namely, the use of
"adaptive response", "tactical control units" and more
flexible manning during the high incident hours.

The

proposed utilization of the present manpower on tours during the hours of 9 AM to midnight and 3 PM to midnight
should further increase the fire fighting effectiveness of
the Department without an increase in total manpower.
Whether or not this is a managerial prerogative, we recommend that the parties agree to the full schedule of the
concurrent tours (the hours of work; the hours of the workweek; and the "swing time") as proposed by the City in thqse
negotiations.

The installation of this program should in-

clude the replacement of the present TCU program; those displaced from the

TCUs

should be afforded priority in select-

ing the new tour hours; and the extra men (6 & 7) in the
adaptive response companies should work hours that coincide
with the concurrent tour hours.
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FIRE MARSHALLS
In addition to those employees already covered,
those terms and conditions of the new contract applicable
to fire marshalls shall apply to employees in that classification.
The City shall prepare and deliver to the Union
within a reasonable time, the work chart for fire marshalls
showing the work schedule of the marshalls and their days
off for a one year period in advance.
HEART BILL
The City shall submit to the State Legislature a
"Home Rule Message" in support of the pending Heart Bill;
Senate #4602 (Marchi and Bloom) and Assembly #5839 (Amman
and Mercorella).
DELEGATE STRUCTURE
The introductory paragraph "Document A" should
read:
"The Union shall furnish the Department with
a list of dates and times for membership and
delegates meetings. The Department shall
release with pay, all delegates scheduled
for duty during such meetings, subject to
the following limitations":
Subparagraphs (a) (b) (c) (d) and the concluding sentence of
Document A have been agreed upon.
The mediator's notes shall reflect the agreed upon
manner for the handling and scheduling of the membership and
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delegates meetings.
DELEGATE VACATION PICK
The introduction and paragraphs 1 and 5 and the
concluding sentence of Document B should be agreed to.
The language of paragraph 2 should be accepted by both
sides.

Paragraph 4 should be deleted.

The mediator

notes shall reflect the understanding that the proposed
vacation schedule provided by the Union to the Department
shall be geographically apportioned on a reasonable basis
satisfactory to the Department, but subject to the grievance
procedure.

The language of paragraph 3 should be accepted

without the concluding phrase "subject to paragraph 4 below."
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The present text of Document D should be accepted.
DELEGATES TO CAPTAIN GROUP
Document C should be adjusted to read "The Union may
designate a delegate for each company or special unit with
ten or more firemen who shall be the representative of the
Union.

The delegate shall perform his regular duties as a

fireman.

He shall be assigned to the Captain's Group where

practicable in accordance with the P.A.I.D. on that subject."
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS
The language of Document G should be accepted with
the following changes:
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(a)

The word "employee" should replace the word

"fireman" throughout.
(b)

The phrase "at Department Headquarters"

should be deleted from paragraph 4.

The fol-

lowing phrase shall be inserted after the word
"unit" in line 4, page 2:

"or other identifica-

tion of all persons present connected with the
interrogation, interview or hearing."
(c)

Item "i" in paragraph 6 (a) shall be

deleted.
(d)

The language of paragraph 10 shall conclude

with the phrase '-'and shall have the right to
examine his personal - record to ascertain compliance
in the presence of a department official and after
a written request to the department."
The intent and-spirit of this contract provision is
to insure the traditional concept of "due process" in its
administration.

The Impartial Chairman will not permit the

circumvention of the intent and spirit by indirect acts which
are forbidden directly.
It is - recommended that the Department seek appropriate
legislation to enlarge its options and to give it greater flexibility in the handling of disciplinary matters.

Specifically,

the Department should seek legislation extending its present
power to fine or discharge by including the power of suspension.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT VEHICLE LICENSE
The language of Document F has been agreed upon.
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS
The language of Document G has been agreed upon.
VEHICLE REPAIR AND CERTIFIGATION
This clause should read:
"When a company receives new equipment, replacement equipment, equipment repaired by
the Division of Repair and Transportation,
and equipment repaired in quarters by a
mechanic, the officer on duty shall inspect
such equipment to insure that it is in
proper working order.

Such officer shall

make a signed notation in the company
journal regarding the results of such
inspection."
OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
The language of Document I should be accepted
except for the following which should be deleted therefrom:
Sub-section 11 of paragraph D.
(We are satisfied that sub-section 10 of paragraph
D is covered within sub-section 7 ) .
With regard to sub-section 3 of paragraph D, though
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public safety, efforts should be made by the Department to
require others who may be legally responsible to do this work
to comply with the law.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT; FILLING OF VACANCIES; TRANSFERS
During negotiations a joint committee made progress
towards the resolution of this issue.

Without prejudice to

the positions of the parties on the mandatory bargainability
of this issue, we recommend that the joint committee continue
its work for no more than another three weeks.

If the issue

has not been resolved by that time it may be submitted to
arbitration

for a binding determination.
FIVE-MAN MANNING

Without diminution in the quantity of 93 companies with
higher manning identified and known to the parties (and with the
right of the Department to make reasonable substitutions), including
those companies covered by the Memorandum of Understanding
of Seotember 1969, and until there is a substantial change in
. / K.-,
firefighting equipment or firefighting technology, all companies, including the Marine Division

(except Marine No. 4

with four men and the satellite boats with two men each) are
to be manned by no less than 5 men available to respond at
the beginning of each tour, under the following guidelines:
1.

The Department may equalize manpower among
the companies.
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2.

The Department may detail within a battalion to fill a vacancy.

3.

Remaining vacancies shall be filled on a
voluntary rotating seniority basis, under
procedures to be worked out by the parties.
If they are unable to agree upon those
procedures within 3 weeks from this
date, the matter shall be submitted to the
Impartial Chairman for a'binding determination.

4.

If

there are insufficient volunteers the

Department may mandatorily assign an employee to the overtime on the basis of
inverse seniority.

(Procedures to be

worked out per No. 3) .
5.

An employee involuntarily ordered to work
the overtime shall be permitted to provide a qualified substitution, but there
shall be no abuse of that practice by the
employees.

6.

Where there-are two pieces of apparatus in
the same company, and both respond to an
alarm, the five-man manning shall apply only
to the primary piece of equipment.

The

secondary piece of equipment may be manned
by as few as two men.
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7.

Vacancies during a- tour due to emergency
duty or conditions beyond the Department's
control shall be exempt from the foregoing
minimum manning requirements.

8.

The portal-to-portal provision of the contract
shall not apply to this manning procedure.

9.

The administration of this procedure shall not
unreasonably interfere with the rights of
the employees under P.A.I.D. 6-70 dated
January 27, 1971 .

10.

Section VI of the Memorandum of Understanding
of September 1969 is no longer applicable
between the City and the Uniformed Firefighters Association.

11.

The parties disagree on the amount of increased costs which will attach to this
program.

If the

costs prove excessive

(i.e. exceeding proper limits as contemplated by the present total roster) the
City shall have the right to petition the
Impartial Chairman for appropriate relief.
The same right shall apply in cases of
alleged abuses.
12.

This Article shall in no way affect a.
fireman's duty to respond to alarms and
perform other normal duties.
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It must be recognized that this is a complex
and untried procedure.

The parties must

act reasonably and responsibly in exercising
their respective rights hereunder.
PAY CHECKS
The present practice of cashing pay checks shall
continue on an authorized basis unless the parties mutually
agree to a different procedure.

Consistent with security

requirements pay checks shall be released on Thursdays at
3:00 PM for all employees who would not normally receive
their pay checks during their working hours on Friday.
NIGHT SHIFT-DIFFERENTIAL
The night shift differential shall be increased
from 5% to 10% above base pay effective April 1, 1971.

Such

differential shall be included in the computation of retirement allowances.
PQRTAL-TO-PORTAL
The contract shall include a portal-to-portal benefit substantively equivalent to the benefit enjoyed by the
Police, but consistent with the structure and needs of the
Fire Department.

If the parties are unable to agree on con-

tract language within 3 weeks from this date, we recommend
they refer it to the Impartial Chairman for binding determination.
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SECURITY BENEFIT FUND
Effective January 1, 1972, the present contribution of $190.00 per man per year to the Security

Benefit

Fund shall be increased to $250.00.
LEAVE PROGRAM
Those portions of paragraph 4, Section XIII,
page 8 of Document K which are required by the court decision of Lottie Konig v. Thomas F. McCoy should be granted.
Paragraph 6 should be granted to the extent that
a fireman who has been placed on light duty following sick
leave because of a line of duty injury or ilines and who
has not yet taken his vacation, shall not be required to
take his vacation while on light duty.
RETURN FROM SCHEDULED LEAVE
The parties have agreed on the following contract
language:
When a fireman has completed working two 9 hour
or two 15 hour tours and is entitled to a 48or 72-hour leave, he shall complete his full
leave before commencing duty with a new
group.
TEN-YEAR APPARATUS
The Fire Department shall institute a ten year
replacement policy for all first-line (regularly assigned)
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firefighting vehicles.

By July 1, 1974, the Department

shall operate all first-line engine, ladder, squad and
rescue companies with vehicles less than eleven years of
age.

If such a vehicle is unavailable as a result of fire

emergencies beyond the Department's control, this provision
shall not affect the fireman's duty to-respond to fires.
UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
There shall be a $15.00 increase in the uniform
allowance for work uniforms on July 1, 1971.
CLEAN-UP
The present practice (one-half hour) shall continue,
and shall also apply from the time of "final tap-in."
PERSONAL CAR
In accordance with General Municipal Law section
50 (c) the City shall hold harmless from liability firemen
whose private auto is used for a Fire Department purpose during the entire period of such use.
PROTECTIVE COVER ON APPARATUS
Consistent with its policy, the Department shall
assign covered apparatus to all units in areas where personnel protection is a major concern, within its resources.
The implementation of this policy is of importance to the
firemen, the Union and the Department.

Specific action has

been taken by the Department, with additional work in progress
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and planned in the near future.

Though implementation is

the right and responsibility of the Department, we recommend,
without prejudice to that right and responsibility, a joint
labor-management committee be established to work for a
feasible implementation of the policy, and to report periodically to the Impartial Chairman for his advisory assistance
or binding determination, whichever both sides wish.
INTEREST

(SECTION XXT7II QF DOCUMENT !<)

The impact of the Union's demand under this section
goes far beyond these negotiations.

The problem appears to

be a symptom of the City's present adverse financial condition.
However, the City must recognize that unreasonable delays in
paying monies due under this or any other collective bargaining agreement is unfair to the employees involved.
genders understandable anger and even suspicion.

It enOften, an

inordinate delay in payment of a contract benefit negates the
good will and mutual understanding which the negotiation of
that benefit originally achieved.

Under the expired contract

the City was required to pay monies due within a reasonable
time.

Some time ago

an arbitration award was rendered holding

that the City had not met that obligation on a conceded debt.
Since that time, with respect to the firemen, the City has
made payment more speedily and has cleared up long overdue
obligations.

We recommend that the positive steps in the
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direction of prompt payment of benefits due or earned under
the contract be maintained and improved.

Citizens who owe

the City money beyond a due date are required to make payment with interest.

Employees to whom the City owes compen-

sation and other monetary benefits under a collective bargaining agreement, and who receive payment without interest,
should not be required to wait for that payment beyond a
reasonable time.
WRITTEN CONTRACT

The New York City Collective Bargaining Law requires collective bargaining agreements to be reduced to
writing.

The parties hereto intend to do so, but there should

not be undue delay in doing so.

In our view 60 days from

the date of acceptance of these recommendations should be
sufficient time.

Again, matters which the parties are unable

to reduce to writing may, in accordance with their acceptance
of these recommendations, be submitted to the Impartial Chairman for binding determinations.
Clauses from the expired contract not changed by
any of the foregoing shall be included in the new contract
as they are presently written or as changed by mutual agreement of the parties.
All other demands are dropped or denied.
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OTHER ISSUES IN THE SANITATIONMEN'S CONTRACT

NEGOTIATIONS

The current contract dispute between the City of
New York and the Uniformed Sanitationmen's Association,
Local 831, I.B.T., has been the most protracted of the
bargaining episodes in all of the history of the labor
relations between these two parties.

While the contract

issues raised in the current dispute are by no means novel
as to either form or substance in the past bargaining between
these parties, they were complicated in this bargaining episode
by the persistence and intensity with which the U.nion advanced its "inventory of sanitationmen's needs" and with
which the City advanced its account of the "extraordinary
fiscal needs and problems" of the City.

The negotiations

between the City and this U.nion were further complicated
by issues raised separately in each of the contract disputes between the City and the representatives of the
other two uniformed services, the policemen and the firefighters.

The relationships among the basic economic

benefits in the contracts covering these three uniformed
services was structured by the Goldberg Panel in

1968.

The City, the sanitationmen's organization, the police
organization, and the firemen's organization recommitted
themselves firmly to this three-department

"umbrella"

structure from the very beginning of the current series
of negotiations.

At every stage of these negotiations

between the City and the sanitationmen's Union, major

issues raised by the Union and the City reflected not only
conditions and circumstances directly relevant to the work
of the sanitationmen but also to factors arising out of
prior commitments or future expectations of the several
parties, which factors were inescapably related to key
economic items in the sanitationmen's contract.

For ex-

ample, the lawsuit brought by the Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association against the City in the matter of the policemen's
claim for additional pay under the expiring contract based
on a parity ratio linking

the pay of patrolmen to that

of sergeants effectively stymied efforts to conclude wage
settlements not only in the police and fire contract talks
but in the sanitation contract talks as well.

However,

bargaining sessions held in the sanitation dispute prior
to mediation and those held with the assistance of the
mediator assigned

to this dispute together with a labor-

management advisory team developed an ample record, transcribed verbatim, of the arguments advanced in most of the
bargaining sessions by the Union and by the City in support
of their respective positions on "money items" and "nonmoney items".

There were intense and earnest joint meetings

between the City's and the Union's bargainers on economic
issues, and also many constructive joint meetings of the
Union and the heads of the Sanitation Department on manpower
scheduling, new clean-up programs, projected training
activities, vehicle and equipment safety, conditions in
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the section stations and garages, and various other problems
relating to Department operations and the circumstances
under which sanitationmen perform their functions.

Indeed,

the C i t y , the Department, and the Union were able to reach
tentative understandings on a number of essentially noneconomic issues.

Further, the Union and the Department

developed bases for cooperative efforts to improve departmental operations and services subject to the conclusion
of a complete agreement on all economic and non-economic
issues involved in the current negotiations.
Bargaining efforts between the Union and the City
began in October of 1970.

Since that date the parties

have failed to reach agreement on any major issue in dispute
between them, except possibly in the matter of the City's
proposals

for increasing productivity.
In addition to the wage, pension, and contract

term proposals made by the Union, it advanced a series of
proposals for changes in fringe benefits, supplementary
allowances, premium pay, and longevity increases , among
other proposals.

These are described below and made the

subject of recommendations where justifiable in the view
of the Panel.
SECURITY BENEFITS

FUND

Employer contributions to the Security Benefits
Fund are currently made at the rate of $219.00 per employee per year.

The Union seeks the following increases

-64in contributions "to meet the family needs of the sanitationman at current costs":
1.

an increase of $84.00 per man per year
in the current contribution to "improve
substantially" the dental benefits provided under the present program; the
current dental program provides for payment of 50% of the costs of services;

2.

an increase of $44.00 per man per year
in the current contribution to provide
for supplementation of the present Blue
Cross maternity benefit so as to produce
full coverage of in-hospital maternity
costs; the present Blue Cross benefit
provides for reimbursement of costs up
to $80.00 ;

3.

an increase of $17.00 per man per year
in the current contribution for
anesthesia, blood

and other benefits,

so as to permit "updating of those
benefits";
4.

an increase in contribution of $300.00
per man per year to provide no-fault
auto liability insurance for covered
employees; and
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5.

an increase of $6.00 per man per year
in the current contribution "to properly fund" the current

experience-

rated cost of the waiver-of-premium
in the present group life insurance
pro gram.
The p r o p o s e d increases for improving or maintaining
the benefits provided through the Security Benefits Fund,
as specified a b o v e , total $451.00 per man per year and would
raise the Employer's contribution to the Fund to $670.00
per man.

The aggregate annual cost to the City for all

sanitationmen to whom these proposals apply is estimated
at approximately $7,600,000, an increase of about $5,100,000
over the present annual cost.
The Employer is firmly o p p o s e d to these proposals.
UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
The Employer now provides an annual uniform allowance to each sanitationman of $115.00.
increases in this allowance

The Union proposes

on the grounds that it has not

been increased in the p a s t three contracts "despite

increases

in costs" of components of the required uniforms and on the
further basis that "the Department

of Sanitation has

promul-

gated new regulations requiring a new type of overcoat and
new safety shoes."
increases

in the

The Union proposes the following

allowance:

specific
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an increase of $50.00 per man per year
to cover the cost of a new overcoat;

2.

an increase of $20.00 per man per year
to cover the cost of safety shoes; and

3.

an increase of $25.00 per man per year
to cover increases in the costs of
other items of the uniform.

The proposed increases in uniform allowance total
$95.00 per man per year, and would raise the Employer's
annual payment to $210.00 per man.

The annual payments

to all sanitationmen for this allowance would be increased
by about $1,100,000, raising the total to a level of about
$2 ,400,000.
The Employer is opposed to the increases in allowance sought by the Union.

ANNUITY

FUND
The Union proposes that the Employer's contribution

to this Fund at the rate of $261.00 per man per year be
changed from the present flat dollar amount to a percentage
of salary so as "to be more equitable to the member with
additional years of service."

The Union maintains that such

a change would have no impact after the first three years
of service.

The Union proposes specifically

that the con-

tribution be made "at the rate of 35% of salary", which
if applied to the current maximum pay rate would raise the
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per man per year.

The estimated increase in payments for

all sanitationmen would, if computed on the current
pay rate, be about $955,000 per year, raising
such payments to about $3,904,000.

maximum

the total of

The cost would be sub-

stantially higher at the projected new pay rates.
The Employer opposes any further increase in contributions to this Fund.

PAY PROGRESSION SCHEDULE
The Union proposes revision of the present entrance
pay rate and the subsequent steps in the present pay progression "in a manner which will reflect the needs of recently
appointed sanitationmen."
a Panel recommendation

This proposal is the subject of

in the section of this report that

treats with wages for the three uniformed services.
WORK-WEEK
The Union proposes a Monday through Friday work-week
with rearrangement

of the present work schedule "to reflect

the Department's publicized needs for men during the week."
The Union also asks assurance that there will be "no reduction
in the number of days and/or hours of work> in spite of the
national drive for a four-day work-week."
The Employer is opposed to this proposal.

-68PAY FOR SATURDAY WORK
The Union proposes payment for Saturday work at
the rate of time and one-half for the balance of six hours
which are not currently paid for at such rate under the
present premium pay clause in the contract.

At the current

maximum pay rate, the present contract clause provides
about $190.00 additional pay per man per year.

Payment

on the same basis and at the current pay rate for six more
hours, would yield about $570.00 per year more pay for
each man, making a total per year for such work of $760.00.
This proposal would increase the total present cost of such
payments from about $2,200,000 for all sanitationmen to
about $8,800,000, or an increase in total of about $6,600,000
at present maximum pay.

This cost would be increased sub-

stantially as a result of the projected increases in base
salary rates.
The Employer is opposed to this proposal.
NIGHT SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
The present pay differential for night work is 5%.
The Union proposes an increase in this pay differential to

10%.
The Employer is opposed to a change in night premium .
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INCREASES
The Union proposes the introduction of a schedule

of longevity pay increases for sanitationmen on the grounds
"they are in the only title in the uniformed services that
does not receive longevity pay adjustments."
The Union proposes the following longevity pay
s chedule:
Service Interval

Longevi ty
Adjus tment

At the 5th year

$200.00 increase

At the 10th year

200.00 increase

At the 15th year

200.00 increase

At the 20th year

200.00 increase

At the 25th year

200.00 increase

The Employer emphatically

rejects this Union

proposal.

PORTAL-TO-PORTAL

PAY ALLOWANCE

The Union proposes payment of "at least one-half
hour's travel compensation pay" for sanitationmen on the
grounds that they have early starting times, 7:00 AM in the
winter months and 6:00

AM in the summer months, with the

men reporting to work at 6:30 AM and 5:30 AM respectively;
that they do not have "either the transportation privileges
or the dormitory

accommodations available to other City

employees" when sanitationmen are required to put in
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"excessive hours" in snow emergencies; and that their
early starting hours require "practically all" of them
to depend on their own cars for transportation.
The Employer

is opposed to any such payment.

ADDITIONAL PAID HOLIDAYS
The Union proposes three additional paid

holidays

"to observe the birthdays of Martin Luther King, John F.
Kennedy and John V. Lindsay."

The sanitationmen now have

11 paid holidays, the same number as are granted other
employees in the City's departments and agencies.
The Employer rejects this Union proposal.
PRODUCTIVITY
The Employer has p r o p o s e d a series of operational
changes in the Department of Sanitation designed to increase
productivity.

A number of major proposals for improving

Department operations and services have been worked out by
the parties, and a number of other proposals are still under
discussion by Department and Union officials.
ductivity improvements

As the pro-

already worked out are implemented,

and as these discussions continue between the parties in
the same cooperative vein as those held up to this point,
further significant improvements in operations and services will undoubtedly be accomplished.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON OTHER ISSUES IN THE SANITATTONMEN' S
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

Because the salary and pension adjustments recommended by the Panel represent substantial advances in
major economic benefits for sanitationmen we find no valid
basis for recommending significant changes in fringe and
other benefits, particularly since the cost of many of
these is extremely high.

However, there are certain

benefits which are either justified in part by the data
before us or for which the incidence of the benefit is
small enough to involve slight added cost to the Employer
but meaningful added benefit to the employee.

We there-

fore recommend the following:
1.

an increase of $10.00 per man per
year in the uniform allowance on
July I,

2.

1971;

an increase in the night premium to
10%, effective April 1, 1971; and

3.

an increase in the City contribution
to the Security Benefits Fund to
$250.00 per man per year, effective
January 1, 1972.
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SANITATION

OR CITY PROPOSALS NOT INCLUDED IN RECOMMENDATIONS
As to proposals of the parties for which no specific

recommendations are made, no adverse reflection on the
skill, imagination, and sincerity with which they were
urged upon the Panel is intended.

While there may have

been merit to part or even all of certain of the proposals
presented by the Uniformed

Sanitationmen's Association

and the City to the m e d i a t o r s , the special tri-partite
advisory committee, and the Panel, we have on balance
determined that they ought not to be pressed further by
the parties in these contract negotiations.

Accordingly,

all such issues should be r e g a r d e d as having been given
full consideration by the parties and by the Panel and they
should be laid aside by the p a r t i e s , unless they can
promptly and jointly

reach an accommodation on any such

issue without impeding
tract settlement

the conclusion of a complete

between them.

con-
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The Undersigned,constituting the duly appointed
*

Impasse Panel for the foregoing contract disputes unanimously support and concur in each and all of these findings and recommendations.

Walter L. Eisenberg

Eric J./Schmertz
DATED: March 29, 1971
STATE OF NEW YORK
) ss . :
COUNTY OF NEW YORK )
On this twenty ninth day of March 1971, before me
personally came and appeared Walter L. Eisenberg, Matthew A.
Kelly and Eric J. Schmertz to me known and known to me to be
the individuals described in and who executed the foregoing
instrument and they acknowledged to me ^feSrr~1shey executed
the same.
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OFFICE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING,

ADMINISTRATOR

IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN UNDER THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
OF SEPTEMBER, 1969

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

:
•
•

Uniformed Fire Officers Association;
Uniformed Firefighters Association
:
and
City of New York (Fire Department)

:

FINDINGS
and
AWARD

:

The Undersigned as Impartial Chairman under the Memorandum of Understanding between the above-named parties
dated September, 1969, and having duly heard the proofs
and allegations of the parties (at hearings between the
City and the UFOA on December 1, 9, 14, 17, 21, 1970, and
January 29, 1971, and by written brief from the UFA),
makes the following FINDINGS and AWARD:
Postponement of the most recent class of Firemen
Trainees from 1/1/71 to 3/1/71 is not a present
violation of Section I of the Memo of Understanding dated September 11, 1969.
That Section reads:
"The City shall appoint in excess of 1,000
firefighters within one year. Of this number, 750 shall be added to and made part of
the firefighters' quota; in addition the
officer quota is to be increased by 5 Dep.
Chfs., 25 Batt. Chfs., 20 Captains and 40
Lieutenants."
I find that the City appointed more than 1,000
Firemen during the one year since that date and
added 750 of that number to the quota. Section
I does not include an express requirement that
classes of Firemen Trainees be regularly maintained as part of the quota. Rather, it implies
as the City concedes, that the City maintain 100%
manning in those land based units established
under and as required by the Memorandum.
But I need not determine whether at present, or
at the time of the announcement by the Fire Com-

missioner of the postponement of the most recent scheduled class, the units were so staffed.
Because even had the postponed class commenced
on January 1, 1971, it woxild have not made firemen available to fill any shortage or to staff
any of the units established or required by the
Memorandum until their training was completed
eight weeks hence. In the case of twelve companies which were undisputedly below minimum
staffing at that point, those deficiencies were
eliminated as of December 24, 1970 when the last
class of Trainees graduated.
Whether, eight weeks from January 1, 1971, when
the postponed class would have graduated, there
are then shortages in the quotas of the covered
units, due to the absence of graduates from that
class, is a matter which is premature for determination at this time. If such develops it
would be a matter for determination then.
Complaints of shortages allegedly resulting
from present or anticipated circumstances
other than the postponement of the Trainee
class, though raised by the Union at the
hearings, are not within the scope of the
instant grievance, and therefore not before
me in this proceeding.

Eric J. Schmertz
Impartial Chairman

DATED: January 29, 1971
STATE OF New York )
COUNTY OF New York )
On this 29th day of January, 1971, before me personally
came and appeared Eric J. Schmertz to me known and known to
me to be the individual described in and who executed the
foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

OFFICE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, ADMINISTRATOR
IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN UNDER THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
OF SEPTEMBER, 1969

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

:
•
•

Uniformed Fire Officers Association;
Uniformed Firefighters Association
:
and

:

City of New York (Fire Department)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FINDINGS
and
AWARD

:

x

The Undersigned as Impartial Chairman under the Memorandum of Understanding between the above-named parties
dated September, 1969, and having duly heard the proofs
and allegations of the parties (at hearings between the
City and the UFOA on December 1, 9, 14, 17, 21, 1970, and
January 29, 1971, and by written brief from the UFA),
makes the following FINDINGS and AWARD:
i

Postponement of the most recent class of Firemen
Trainees from 1/1/71 to 3/1/71 is not a present
violation of Section I of the Memo of Understanding dated September 11, 1969.
That Section reads:
"The City shall appoint in excess of 1,000
firefighters within one year. Of this number, 750 shall be added to and made part of
the firefighters' quota; in addition the
officer quota is to be increased by 5 Dep.
••Chfs.., 25 Batt. Chfs., 20 Captains and 40
Lieutenants."
I find that the City appointed more than 1,000
Firemen during the one year since that date and
added 750 of that number to the quota.
Section
I does not include an express requirement that
classes of Firemen Trainees be regularly maintained as part of the quota. Rather, it implies
as the City concedes, that the City maintain 100%
manning in those land based units established
under and as required by the Memorandum.
But I need not determine whether at present, or
at the time of the announcement by the Fire Com-

—O —.

missioner of the postponement of tne most recent scheduled class, the units were so stalled.
Because even had the postponed class commenced
on January 1, 1971, it would have not made firemen available to fill any shortage or to staff
any of the units established or required by the
Memorandum until their training was completed
eight weeks hence. In the case of twelve companies which were undisputedly below minimum
staffing at that point, those deficiencies were
eliminated as of December 24, 1970 when the last
class of Trainees graduated.
Whether, eight weeks from January 1, 1971, when
the postponed class would have graduated, there
are then shortages in the quotas of the covered
units, due to the absence of graduates from that
class, is a matter which is premature for determination at this time. If such develops it
would be a matter for determination then.
Complaints of shortages allegedly resulting
from present or anticipated circumstances
other than the postponement of the Trainee
class, though raised by the Union at the
hearings, are not within the scope of the
instant grievance, and therefore not before
me in this proceeding.

Eric J. Schmertz
Impartial Chairman

DATED: January 29, 1971
STATE OF New York )
COUNTY OF New York )ss•:
On this 29th day of January, 1971, before me personally
came and appeared Eric J. Schmertz to me known and known to
me to be the individual described in and who executed the
foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN, UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION - AND
CITY OF NEW YORK (FIRE DEPARTMENT)

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

'
'
i
Uniformed Firefighters Association '
Local 94, AFL-CIO
'
and

'
i
City
_ _ _ of
_ New
_ _ York
_ _ _ (Fire
_ _ _ Department)
_ _ _ _ _ _ 'i _

AWARD
and
OPINION

This dispute arises from the Union's grievance that the
Fire Department has failed to affirmatively act on requests
by firemen for transfers out of Tactical Control Units.
A hearing was held on November 3, 1971 at which time representatives of the Union and the City appeared and were afforded full opportunity to present their respective positions. The
parties waived the Arbitrator's oath.

The Union submitted the

appropriate waivers as required by the New York City Collective
Bargaining Law.
In a prior Award, Uniformed Firefighters Association - and
the City of New York (Fire Department) March 17, 1970, I held
that under the Memorandum of Understanding dated September 17,
1969, firemen could not be involuntarily assigned to vacancies
in TCUs except in emergencies.

I stated that the Memorandum of

Understanding, particularly Sections VIII and IX, limited the
manning of TCUs to "volunteers."
Accordingly it follows, and I now so rule, that continued
service within a TCU is on a voluntary basis as well.

In other

words a fireman who originally volunteers for service in a TCU

-

- 2 may not be required to remain in the TCU if he seeks a transfer out.

Any other ruling would be manifestly inconsistent

with the "voluntary basis" of the TCUs as specifically mandated by Sections VIII and IX of the Memorandum of Understanding.
Therefore the Department shall affirmatively act upon
pending and any subsequent requests by firemen serving in the
TCUs for transfers out of those units.

So that essential

fire fighting service is not abruptly disrupted; to assure
continued safety for the public; and to provide for potential
emergency situations, I afford the Department the reasonable
periods of time set forth in the following Award to implement
and effectuate those requests for transfer.
The Undersigned, as Impartial Chairman under the Agreement between the above named parties, and having duly heard
and considered the proofs and allegations of the parties makes
the following AWARD:
The Fire Department shall approve and implement
pending requests for transfer from TCUs by no
later than the Order of November 25, 1971. Future requests for transfer out of TCUs are to be
effectuated no later than the Order next following the request, provided at least five working
days elapse between the request and the Order.

Eric y{ Schmertz
Impartial Chairman
DATED: November 5, 1971
STATE OF New York )SSi.
COUNTY OF New York)
On this 5th day of November, 1971, before me personally
came and appeared Eric J. Schmertz to me known and known to me
to be the individual described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed
the same.

OFFICE OF COLLECTIVE

BARGAINING, ADMINISTRATOR

IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN UNDER THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
DATED SEPTEMBER 1969

In the Matter between

'

:

Uniformed Fire Officers Association;
Uniformed Firefighters Association

:

- and

'

:

THE CITY OF NEW YORK (Fire Department)

AWARD

:

—— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ;
The Undersigned, having duly heard the proofs and
allegations of the above named parties makes the following
AWARD:
I am persuaded that the assignment of Administrative
Districts to the new full time companies established under
the Memorandum

of Understanding of September 1969

is an

implicit provision of that Memorandum.
Th^eref oTre—the—Department-- shall assign Admin is t r ative
Districts to those full time companies as soon as practicable,
but not later than six months from the date of this Award,
Requests for an extension of that time for companies which
may be properly relocated for more effective utilization,
must be submitted to me for approval or disapproval.

DATED: February 25, 1971
STATE of New York )
ss .
COUNTY of New York )

Eric J ./'Schrner t z
Impartial Chairman

On this 25th day of February, 1971, before me personally
came and appeared Eric J. Schmertz to me known and known to me
to be the individual described in and x^htT'exe'cruJ; ed the foregoing
instrument and he acknowledged to me tin at he executed the same.
'

-"
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